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INTRODUCTION

It wasn’t long ago that all video and computer games
were tarred with the same brush: mindless, violent, soul
sucking wastes of valuable childhood time that might be
better spent playing outside, talking to one another, or
simply being bored. Now, games are a ubiquitous part of our
children's lives, at home, at friends' houses or even at school.
What happened? The answer is a complicated mix of
convenience, variety, technology, harried parenting, urban
living and science.
1) Convenience: What a relief to have the kids happily
distracted (and not bugging us!) on a road trip or any
long outing.
2) Variety: Who knew that there would be thousands of
games out there, making it easy to find something they
like in a very short time.
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3) Technology: No longer do you have to go home to
play, we take our games with us everywhere on
smartphones and tablets.
4) Harried Parenting: With both parents working and
kids on different schedules we can’t stop to play with
our kids at the drop of a hat as we may have in the past.
5) Urban Living: It's a concrete jungle out there, and
many parents aren't comfortable letting their kids run
outside to play as in olden days.
6) Science: While the effects of violent content have
always been hard to quantify, new studies show the
positive effects of games on brain development to be
undeniable.
This book examines the last point, the science behind
our brains on games, winnowing out the helpful and harmful
effects to give you a more informed viewpoint from which to
make decisions for your students and kids.
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1. "I THOUGHT VIDEO GAMES WERE
SUPPOSED TO MAKE KIDS VIOLENT?"

What's the worst that could happen?
The list is unfortunately a long one, but somewhere
near the top is a school shooting. And when there is a school
shooting, one of the things that usually comes up is whether
the perpetrators played a massive amount of violent video
games. And the whole chicken and egg thing comes up again.
Obviously, there are millions of kids out there playing
these games who never do anything more violent than kids
typically did in the years before video games. The video game
business in the 21st Century is bigger than the movie
business. Many games inspire movies, and vice versa. In fact,
before video games the last uproar was about violent TV and
movies (still is). Many reports comparing rates of violent
crime with video games sales year over year show violent
crime slightly declining while video games sales go through
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the roof–evidence that the correlation of gaming and general
social violence doesn't hold up.

Source: "Chasing the Dream." Economist, August 4, 2005

The fact is, kids (like adults) like a lot of violence in
their entertainment. Some new books say that this is a good
thing, especially for boys. Given that modern society does not
provide a lot of outlets for aggression, and since humans–
males especially–are naturally aggressive to some degree,
they say it's safer and healthier to let these tendencies gain
their expression in the worlds of fantasy and sport.
In his 2002 book, Killing Monsters: Why Children
Need Fantasy, Super Heroes, and Make-Believe Violence,
Gerard Jones goes so far as to argue that kids need these
fantasies in order to end up with balanced personalities. And
in Cheryl Olson's 2010 paper, Children’s Motivations for
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Video Game Play in the Context of Normal Development,
she makes an interesting comment on the evolution of
parental attitudes toward fear, suggesting counter-intuitively
that Victorians might actually have been more accepting of
the extremes of modern gaming:
"A review of the history of parents' attitudes toward fear
(gleaned form a century's worth of parenting advice
manuals and children's literature) shows a pronounced
shift in social norms (Stearns & Haggerty, 1991).
Victorian-era parents acknowledged that children
would inevitably confront fear-inducing situations; the
prevailing view was that learning to face or even master
fear could improve character. "Good" modern parents
are supposed to limit their children's exposure to
"negative" emotions, including fear, rather than
celebrating their ability to cope with and overcome
fear."
As explained in Joan Shapiro's exceptional 1993 guide,
Men: A Translation for Women, boys especially spend a lot
of their time working out intricate scenarios about what they
would do if something happened–if they were threatened by
someone on the street, or if someone broke into their house,
or if they had to protect someone. Such hero and rescue
ideation is part of their DNA; having entertainments to hang
it on only lets them work things out, it doesn't cause it.
It does have an influence, though, possibly giving them
false ideas about invulnerability, such as a man being beat up
or shot and coming back strongly rather than feeling the
injury as he would in real life. People–kids especially–like to
act out, and we do learn by example. Mirror neurons in our
heads help us copy virtually any behavior that we see, and it
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is only because there are other neurons keeping guard that
we don't actually act on these impulses.

Wait–what? Mirror neurons?!
Yes. In 1992, while monitoring a live monkey's brain
cells while he ate, Italian scientists Giuseppe Di Pellegrino,
Giacomo Rizzolatti and colleagues noticed that the same
neurons that fired when he reached for food also fired when
the monkey saw a lab attendant reach for food. In other
words, like all great scientific discoveries, it happened by
accident. Brain cells, or "neurons," conduct electricity. The
peaks of the electrical waves are called action potentials, and
when they occur we say the neuron "fired," as opposed to
being at rest.
Rizzolatti recalls the experience in his and Laila
Craighero's 2004 paper, The Mirror-Neuron System:
"At first we wondered whether this phenomenon could
be the result of some trivial factor, such as the monkey
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performing an unnoticed movement while observing
our actions.
"Once we managed to rule out this possibility and
others, including food expectation by the monkeys, we
realized that the pattern of neuron activity associated
with the observed action was a true representation in
the brain of the act itself, regardless of who was
performing it."
As well as the mirror neuron activity, Rizzolatti and
Craighero cite evidence of an opposite effect in the spinal
cord neurons, preventing the observed actions from being
carried out. This may the same system that keeps us from
acting out our dreams (most of us, anyway). If we're
emotionally involved in what we're seeing, however, they
may let some action through, for instance if we're so
enthralled with a sporting match that we mimic the action on
the field, or when we feel pain at seeing someone we love get
hurt. And as Marshall McLuhan said, the medium does
matter. When we watch a movie and see repeated acts of
violence on the screen, we can become accustomed to the
emotions they evoke which can lead to desensitization. This
isn't all bad: a little desensitization is necessary to get by in
life–you can't let yourself be bowled over by every new
outrage you read about in the paper or see on TV.
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When kids play video games, yet another layer of
subtlety is laid on top of this due to the interactivity of
gameplay. You're not just watching violent acts, you're doing
them, though with only a handheld controller and only to
fictional characters. In Tilo Hartmann, Erthan Toz and
Marvin Brandon's 2010 study, Just a game? Unjustified
virtual violence produces guilt in empathetic players, and
Hartmann and Peter Vorderer's It’s Okay to Shoot a
Character: Moral Disengagement in Violent Video Games,
also from 2010, interviews with avid gamers show that when
they engage in unjustified violence, even against virtual
characters, they might enjoy the initial rush but they later
feel guilty. And those who scored higher on an empathy scale
were more bothered by the content.
Despite the defensive mantra that "it's only a game,"
this kind of feeling differs from something like chess, where
taking out an opponent's player does not cause guilt feelings.
In fact, players report that these games are only completely
enjoyable if they morally disengage themselves from the
action.
In other words, the more you are able to think like a
psychopath, the more you'll enjoy acting like one.
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One particular study, described in Larry Kutner and
Cheryl Olson's 2008 opus, Grand Theft Childhood: The
Surprising Truth About Violent Video Games and What
Parents Can Do, is worth examining in detail since it focuses
on middle school students who play games rated M for
mature, as these games are usually the most violent and
socially condemned.
The numbers are quite disturbing at first glance. Aside
from the fact that so many of these 12-14 year old kids play
these games, which are rated-for-17-and-older, the survey
shows a clear dominance of M-gamers at the extreme ends of
a range of aggressive and anti-social behaviors. They are also
overrepresented among recipients of disciplinary action. As
well, a continuum emerged in which the M gamers were
worse than the average kid for their age group, while non-M
gamers were less violent.
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Source: "22 Charts and Graphs on Video Games and Youth Violence." ProCon, 2010

Even taking into account that there is a good deal of
self-selection at play–that is, kids who enjoy violent fantasies
are the most likely to seek out M games in the first place–it
does seem to say that these games lead the player to think
the kinds of actions represented within them are more
acceptable and normal, and therefore permissible, than they
actually are. However–and it's a big however–what the
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statistics also tell us is that all of these behaviors are
normal. When it comes to some of the most worrisome
items, such as taking part in bullying, the "normal" amount
for boys is 9.2% while the M-gamers incidence is 10%, less
than a 1% difference. Even the non-M gamers are only two
points down, at 8%. The entry "hit or beat up someone" has
M-gamers at 60%, which seems way high until you realize
that normal boys come in at 53.2%. Non-gamers are at 39%,
which is far less than 60, but still, 39%! (I get the feeling that
"hit or beat up" casts too wide a net; I'd like to have seen the
"beaten up" numbers broken out.)
A surprising result is that the largest effects are with
girls, where "been in a physical fight" practically doubles
between M-gamers and the norm. Theft and property
damage are close seconds. School problems, such as low
grades and skipping, are also rampant in this group;
ironically, they report being bullied more than other kids as
well. This notion that higher impacts are observed in
relatively innocent or passive subjects is supported by a 2014
study, Mediators and Moderators of Long-term Effects of
Violent Video Games on Aggressive Behavior Practice,
Thinking, and Action. Led by Douglas Gentile, the study
shows that the attitudes of Grade 3 students (as expressed in
a survey) are more negatively affected by their initial
exposure to violent games than students in later grades, or
even to themselves later on. The effect could be similar to
that of pornography, where the initial shock of seeing
forbidden things done openly and without shame reduces the
associated taboos, giving permission, in a sense, for the
expression of feelings previously deeply sublimated due to
social pressure.
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As Richard Randall writes in 1992's Freedom and
Taboo: Pornography and the Politics of a Self Divided:
"Whether imposed externally or from within, restraints
are the normative element in eroticized sexuality. Yet no
regulation or taboo meets with perfect or complete
compliance. All are informed by ambivalence and all
harbor the subordinate theme of transgression.
Humankind's chief nonsexual taboo, murder, is a
striking example. though complied with much more
often than not, the rule against premeditated killing is
subject to a great many actual violations; countless
more are committed only in wish or imagination.
"Here we have the paradox of all taboos: neither murder
nor various other "unacceptable" acts–adultery,
sodomy, incest, for example–would be the object of
prohibition were they not, from time to time, very much
desired."
The lesson here seems to be that the more passive you
are socialized to be in the first place, the larger the corrosive
effects of violent video gaming will be. This might also relate
to the school shooting scenario discussed at the top of this
chapter, when you consider that the perpetrators are often
reported as being outcasts or loners: guys no one expected to
be dangerous because they were so quiet.
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Source: "22 Charts and Graphs on Video Games and Youth Violence." ProCon, 2010

Negative outcomes of M-games are real. The child
won’t imitate the exact activities of the game, but will have
more aggressive thoughts and act them out more often than
the otherwise would, according to this. This does not mean
there is an epidemic: percentages may be high but actual
numbers of incidents may be low. Also, remember these are
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the most violent console games, not the average smartphone
offering, though they are also the most popular.
The most interesting finding is that these effects are
relative, based on the individual's previous socialization or
disposition. Average boys–the group parents fear for most–
seem to be the least affected.

But what actually goes on in the head of a teenager
playing a violent game? How much is their conscious
awareness of what's real or not reflected in their neural
activity? Using fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging), researchers Rene Weber, Ume Ritterfeld and
Klaus Mathiak set out to answer this very question. A
research technique developed in the 1990s based on the
work of Japanese researcher Seiji Ogawa, fMRI is like a live
peephole into the brain, a video version of the familiar MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging), commonly used to look at
different parts of the body in cross section. What it actually
measures is not neural activity but blood flow to brain areas,
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an indicator of activity ("blood oxygen level dependent," or
BOLD).
In their 2006 study, Does Playing Violent Video Games
Induce Aggression?, Weber and pals started out by
identifying five distinct types of activity involved in a typical
violent video game:
1) Passive/Dead,
interactions

when

there

are

no

in-game

2) Safe, when the player is either moving from place to
place figuring things out or the story is being told
3) Danger, when the player has to be on his/her toes but
is not involved in actual fighting
4) Under Attack, when the player is being fired at
5) Use Weapon, when the player is actively trying to kill,
whether in self-defense or in aggression
The fMRI showed that during Use Weapon gameplay,
the player experiences a suppression of activity in the
amygdala, the "fight or flight" center of the brain, which
implies they are suppressing fellow feeling, or empathy,
similar to when one is behaving badly in real life.
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In the following chart, ACC refers to a part of the brain
called the anterior cingulate cortex. This processes both
emotion and reasoning (which shows how closely the two are
related!). The top part, or dorsal ACC (dACC), becomes
active in brain scans when people are reasoning things out,
while the bottom part, or rostral ACC (rACC), is most active
when you're feeling emotional. The amygdala, described
above, refers to a part of the brain involved in the fear
response.
The graph shows how each of these three areas were
activated by the five different types of activity during a
commercial war-based video game. The pattern is clear: as
things get worse for your game character, your own
reasoning faculties ramp up while your emotional resources
are actively suppressed.
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Source: "Does playing violent video games induce aggression? Empirical evidence of a
functional magnetic resonance imaging study." Media Psychology, 2006

In real life, if you were confronted by an enemy, this is
the kind of thing you might expect to happen: you want to
keep cool and act logically (i.e., without emotion) in order to
defeat your opponent. A big difference between a game and
real life, however, is that when you die in the game you get
another life. The result is that during gameplay you act
essentially like Superman: you are "invulnerable." This leads
us to consider the Adolescent Invulnerability Scale (AIS), a
questionnaire often used with teenagers in psychological
research. As described in Christopher Barry and colleagues'
2009 paper, The Associations of Adolescent Invulnerability
and Narcissism with Problem Behaviors, the AIS contains
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21 statements to which teens are asked to indicate their level
of agreement. It contains three measures:
1) General Invulnerability: A general sense of being safe
regardless of circumstances.
2) Interpersonal Invulnerability: When a person's
feelings are very hard to hurt, highly correlated with
self-esteem.
3) Danger Invulnerability: The feeling you can win any
fight, highly correlated with juvenile delinquency and
reckless risk taking.
The feature of violent games–that you are hard to kill
and usually successful in attacks–may impart a sense of
empowerment and indestructability which can augment a
young person's natural sense of "danger invulnerability."
This could help explain why M-gamers were found to engage
in more delinquent behaviors in the Kutner and Olson
study–especially the girls, whose danger invulnerability
rating would have started off relatively low.
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In a surprising twist reflecting the fact that players are
not passive vessels, many players claim that such games
provide them with moral teaching. This comment is made
both in It's Okay To Shoot a Character and in Olson's 2010
paper. As Olson observes:
"An unexpected theme that arose in several of our focus
groups was a feeling among boys that violent games can
teach moral lessons. With the Mature-rated Grand
Theft Auto: Vice City, for example, "It depends on how
tyou look at it," one boy stated. "If you look at it for fun,
it really doesn't teach you anything. But if you look at it
as [Sonny's] life story, as the guy's point of view, you go
through a lot of changes. And you have to kill people to
get where you're at. And the end of the game, you stop
killing people because you don't want to be in that
situation no more. Because, once you're in a gang, you
really can't get out."
Tobias Staaby, a teacher at Norway's Nordahl Grieg
Upper Secondary School, goes one better: he uses The
Walking Dead, a "zombie apocalypse" themed video game
with his high school students to stimulate discussions on
morality, using the life and death issues it raises as you play
the game. This leads to the observation that although the
effects of such games on some people may be real and
worrisome, they pale in comparison to the effects of being
exposed to violence in real life. Real life is out of control; at
least in a game you can choose to engage in–or avoid–
compromising situations.
In other words, no one ever got post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) from playing a video game. Seeing someone
get beat up, on the other hand, even when you're only a
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bystander, is not only desensitizing, it's de-ethicizing.
Children of domestic violence experience this, as many end
up repeating scenes they saw as a child simply for having
been witnesses. It's no coincidence either that many gangs
train new members this way, because when an initiate is
forced to watch someone get beat up who doesn't fight back,
and when on top of that the gang members are their new best
friends, it leads them to the conclusion that the victim
deserves what they get. The next time, when the initiate is
handed a bat, or a knife, or a gun, it's not as hard as they
thought it would be to use it. Eventually, however, all parties
suffer, and the main difference between antagonist and
victim becomes that for the victim the nightmares and selfloathing start right away, while for the antagonist they come
only later.

We are all scarred by real violence–pretend violence,
not so much.
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There can be negative effects: some studies have shown
immediate unconscious increases in aggressive ideation. But
others, such as John Sherry's The Effects of Violent Video
Games on Aggression, A Meta-Analysis in 2001, reveal that
this effect subsides the longer children play. "Parents'
intuitive reaction to limit playing time may actually be
counterproductive, pulling the child from the game at a time
when the largest aggressive effects are likely." In any event,
Sherry also concludes that worse effects may be had by
watching violent television shows, for what they lack in
interactivity they more than make up for by imaginative
engagement in a story.
Violent games can also have positive effects: as in
superhero movies, the story of the game is usually structured
around right and wrong. Some games are even structured to
reward moral decision making, without always making those
decisions easy to see. The Kutner and Olson survey shows a
definite, if generally minor, impact on behavior, and offers
the valuable insight the less socialized a child is to deal with
violent acts and imagery, the further off their moral compass
is likely to be reset. Of course such games can be harmful in
extreme doses, as most things are (even vegetables). But in
those cases it is likely not the only thing wrong.
The flip side is that pro-social games, even innocuous
ones, have been shown to give a temporary boost to moral
fiber. In Toby Greitemeyer and Silvia Osswald's 2010 study,
Effects of Prosocial Video Games on Prosocial Behavior, the
number of subjects who were willing to intervene in a staged
domestic dispute involving a lab assistant that unfolded
before their eyes increased significantly after only ten
minutes of playing a helicopter rescue game. This wasn't a
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game that taught them right from wrong, but simply one that
put them into an abstractly "heroic" mindset which carried
over into real life. This has influenced some game designers
who are concerned about the ubiquity of game violence to
look more closely into creating pro-social ones.

Can a pro-social game ever be as much fun as a violent
one? It's possible, say Andrew Przybylski, Richard Ryan and
Scott Rigby in their 2009 study, The Motivating Role of
Violence in Video Games. Their data shows that enjoying a
game depends less on violent content than on the sense of
being a) competent, b) in control and c) able to make
meaningful decisions about gameplay.
Unfortunately, it turns out it's hard to design games
that give kids these things to any significant degree without
blowing things up. An exception may be multiplayer games,
which have been credited with reducing xenophobia and
racist attitudes, as Jordan Shapiro relates in a blog for
MindShift:
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"A survey done in Ireland, Online Gaming and Youth
Cultural Perceptions by Killian Forde and Catherine
Kenny, suggests that kids who play multi-player games
online are more likely to have a positive attitude toward
people from another country: 62 percent of online
gamers hold a favorable view of people from different
cultures compared to 50 percent of non-gamers.
"Unlike school, where the diversity of the institution is
rarely reflected by individuals’ peer groups, interactive
online gaming correlates with a more diverse group of
friends."
It is worth noting also that this survey made no
distinction between the type of multiplayer game played nor
the nature of its content. The authors also report that many
of the participating schools did not have many minority or
immigrant students, and gaming may be one of the only
ways their students interact with people from other cultures.
Are our youth more violent in general than other
generations, generations who perhaps experienced more real
violence and fear in their daily lives? And if so, can we trace
it to video games? The evidence for either of these
conclusions just isn't there. In fact, one might argue we
should be heartened by the fact that players of violent and
disturbing games feel the need to suppress their natural
empathetic feelings at all; that even though killing a
character isn't real, it can still elicit feelings of censure that
need to be overcome.
And finally, we need to consider the positive outcomes
of these fantasy experiences. As the Victorians would say, our
kids are tough; the building of character isn't always a pretty
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sight. Being online gaming buddies with people who are
different from you may not be a bad thing for society. And as
we'll see later, in Chapter 4, there may even be cognitive
benefits.
In the next chapter, we take a look at what happens
when the game goes on too long.
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2. "MY SON IS ADDICTED TO (FILL IN
GAME HERE). ISN'T THAT BAD?"

Addiction is always bad–that's clear.
But while many years ago addiction was so poorly
understood and carried such a stigma that it was considered
bad manners even to talk about it, today the term is thrown
around so loosely as to be meaningless. What is addiction, as
opposed to addictive behavior? And what, if anything, does
the latter indicate?
The Oxford Dictionary defines addiction as being "The
fact or condition of being addicted to a particular substance
or activity." Addicted, in turn, means "physically and
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mentally dependent on a particular substance," such as
"alcohol and diet pills." Informally, it says, it is used to
describe someone "enthusiastically devoted to a particular
thing or activity." The example? "He’s addicted to
computers."
The most famous and far-reaching instance of a similar
recasting of an innocent activity into a dangerous addiction
is that of smoking. Extremely common in the 1960s, smoking
has all but disappeared from North American social life
today. Smokers feel ostracized and hunted when indulging in
their habit, this most social of activities having practically
become an anti-social statement. Does computer gaming
deserve the same treatment? Let's test the analogy. In the
late 20th Century the cigarette industry was... gosh, I could
look up the stats but let's just say it was huge–not unlike the
video game industry here in the 21st. Cigarettes were
everywhere: in restaurants, in bars, in the street, in homes,
and in advertising, just as games and games reviews follow
us around on tablets and smartphones today.
The movies were full of people puffing: from the noir
thrillers of the 40s to James Dean, James Bond and Dirty
Harry in later decades, a smoke was universal shorthand for
cool. Fast forward to the present, where the synergy has
shifted. Smoking has to be justified as a part of character,
while video games have become the raison d'être for movies
like Tomb Raider and Wreck It Ralph, and tentpoles such as
Iron Man 3 end up as video games. The relationship is so
tight, marketing is often done in tandem.
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In 1960, only a third of doctors believed that smoking
was bad for you, according to Robert Proctor in his 2012
review, The history of the discovery of the Cigarette-Lung
Cancer link: Evidentiary traditions, corporate denial,
global toll. But by the end of that decade, most everyone did.
And though nicotine is a natural part of the tobacco leaf, the
nicotine content of cigarettes can be manipulated, a practice
going on as late as 2007, according to the Harvard School of
Public Health. Still, it wasn't until the mid-90s that Jeffery
Wigand, a former VP at a major tobacco company, appeared
before a court and on 60 Minutes (as dramatized in the 1999
film, The Insider) to testify that the big tobacco companies
had devised a way to speed the absorption of nicotine in the
body, thereby increasing its addictive qualities–as well as its
deadliness. Wigand's big reveal was that cigarettes were
viewed by their makers not as a pleasant pasttime but as
"nicotine delivery systems". The more efficient the delivery,
the better.
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So while computer games can disrupt people's lives,
unlike cancer they aren't a health risk. And while nicotine is
the ghost in the cigarette machine, pinpointing a parallel
substance in computer games is much more difficult. Most
proponents of the addiction theory, such as the Smith and
Jones Addiction Consultancy, a clinic in Amsterdam opened
in 2006 that accepts teenagers for video-game "detox," cite a
surge of dopamine as the culprit. But this is a slippery slope,
as a whole slew of activities, including healthy exercise or
even happy thoughts, can cause a rush of dopamine in the
brain.
Not only that, but in contrast to opiates or morphine,
dopamine is actually good for you. Dr. Ananya Mandal,
writing for News-Medical.net, says dopamine contributes to
fluidity of movement, working memory and the ability to
focus attention, all of which are vital for learning. It allows us
to feel pleasure, which is so important for mental health–not
to mention procreation–that it's enshrined in the American
constitution. Insufficient dopamine, on the other hand, has
been tied to anxiety and social phobia, while too-high levels
contribute to schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.
Dopamine also helps control nausea, which is a plus no
matter how you look at it.
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Two bona fide addictive substances that rely on
dopamine are cocaine and amphetamines. Those achieve
their effects, however, by disrupting the normal flow of the
chemical in the brain, creating an artificial high that requires
more drugs to keep it going.
Computer games do no such thing.
To give cigarettes their due, they are fun to smoke and
make you look great (if you have a good tooth whitener).
According to Wikipedia, they were also used by indigenous
North Americans to induce hallucinations for sacred
purposes and to seal deals. In 2012, it was discovered by
American archaeologists Jennifer Loughmiller-Newman and
Dmitri Zagorevski that even the ancient Mayans used
powdered tobacco, not only to get high but to keep away
snakes, as reported on Discovery News. After that, however,
their positive qualities drop off. The analogy with cigarette
addiction simply doesn't hold water. One might say it goes
up in smoke.
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What do doctors think of all this? For the past few
decades, the North American psychoanalytic community has
relied on a handbook called the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM for short) to determine
who is "normal" and who is not. In its much delayed fifth
edition, according to an American Psychiatric Association
(APA) Fact Sheet published in 2013, the terms "substance
abuse" and "substance dependence" have been abandoned in
favor of a continuum of "substance use," ranging from mild
to severe. The severity of the condition depends not upon the
quantity of drugs but on the number of symptoms present.
Mild Substance Use Disorder, for instance, indicates the
presence of two or three symptoms out of a list of eleven.

The only behavioral disorder included in this section is
Gambling Disorder, though many, such as Alexandra
Katehakis, writing in December 2012's Psychology Today,
believe sexual addiction should also have made the list. The
reasons behind its exclusion may be instructive. The APA
fact sheet explains that in this version of the DSM, gambling
has been promoted to a full blown disorder from its previous
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incarnation as a pathological condition. This was done in
response to "research findings that gambling disorder is
similar to substance-related disorders in clinical expression,
brain origin, comorbidity, physiology, and treatment."
Katehakis' argument for the inclusion of what she calls
Hypersexualized Disorder in the manual is based not on
similar reasons but on her perception that making it a
disorder would enable treatment providers to respond more
effectively.
"When we conceptualize chronic sexual behaviors that
are destructive to a person’s life as an addiction, we
have a roadmap for offering treatment, support and a
hope for new patterns of behavior."
Some would say the same applies to internet addiction.
Indeed, Internet Gaming Disorder is included in a different
section of the DSM that deals with conditions that require
further research. This is because, says the APA, most of the
literature on internet gaming as the cause of "clinically
significant impairment or distress" is from Japan and China.
In any case, neither of these arguments cite brain origin or
comorbidity, which is why they fall short. In the case of sex
addiction, however, new research may change all that.
On July 11, 2014, as a report on Fox News (and other
news outlets) heralded, Brain activity of sex addicts similar
to that of drug addicts. The study in question, by Valerie
Voon and about 10 other people at the University of
Cambridge, has the exciting title, Neural Correlates of
Sexual Cue Reactivity in Individuals with and without
Compulsive Sexual Behaviours. The scientists compared
fMRI brain scans of 19 men exhibiting both hypersexuality
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and compulsive behavior with 19 of their more boring
brethren while both groups watched porno tapes. Loren
Grush, writing for Fox, reports that:
"Overall, the researchers found that in people with sex
addiction, or compulsive sexual behavior, pornographic
images trigger brain activity similar to brain activity
triggered by drugs in drug addicts."
But while compared with healthy volunteers, sex
addicts were more turned on by porn, they had "difficulty
with arousal" when it came to real women. Along with this,
Voon, whose interest in impulse control is usually related to
Parkinson's Disease, says that while rating sex videos based
on how much desire they elicited vs. how enjoyable they
were, another surprising result emerged: compared with
normal males, sex addicts don't like porn.
"This is important, because desire is an index of
wanting something, not because you actually like it, but
because you obtain pleasure from it. That’s one of the
theories of drug addiction; when people are addicted to
drugs, they’re working hard for the reward of the drug,
but they don’t necessarily enjoy it.”
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Taken together, it paints a picture of a man who wants
to have intimate relationships with women but can't
perform, so he relies on pornography, which he either
doesn't really like or is ambivalent toward due to
overexposure. Contrast this with Andreas Bartels and Semir
Zeki's 2000 study titled The Neural Basis of Love, which
shows that the brain activity of healthy individuals is similar
to that of drug users when viewing a picture of a lover's face,
as opposed to a friend's.
In their sexiest scientific jargon, the authors opine:
"It is striking that studies of cocaine- and mu-opioid
agonist-induced euphoria have shown increased activity
in foci that seem to overlap with all foci activated in our
study; the anterior cingulate cortex, the insula, the
caudate nucleus and the putamen. This suggests a
potentially close neural link between romantic love and
euphoric states."
And that's for only lookin'!
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In other words, porn is to the minds of sex addicts as
love is to the minds of healthy people. If that's not a disorder,
I don't know what is.
Now let's turn to the argument for Internet Gaming
Addiction, and see how it stacks up. Up to now, the concept
of video game addiction has been given credence mainly by
studies based on questionnaires (self-reports of gamers) and
on the criteria for addiction found in earlier versions of the
DSM. Many in the research community challenge these
criteria, saying they confuse active engagement in a game
with addictive behavior and rely too heavily on so-called
"core" criteria such as work disruption, which may be
unrelated or even share causes with the video game habit
itself. An internet search for 'video game addiction test'
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brings up a plethora of offerings, many of which seem
designed to sell you something while at the same time
disavowing any psychiatric validity.
One of these websites, which gains credibility by virtue
of its host, television newscaster Katie Couric, asks its
readers in breathless italics,
"Are you hooked on video games? Will you stop at
nothing to play them? Take the quiz to find out if your
gaming habit has become an addiction."
Reader Kip Krieger took the quiz and flunked. But in
the comments section at the bottom of the page, he asserts,
"Even though throughout college I would play video games
extensively, they never got in the way of my studies. As
testament to that I will be attending an Ivy League Law
School this fall." He then makes an interesting challenge to
Couric: "Am I supposed to let you tell me that being good at a
violent video game is evil, while being good at violent sport is
a worthwhile endeavor?"
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Another way to evaluate whether something is an
addiction or not is to compare the severity of consequences.
Gambling leads to the poor house, smoking has health
consequences (death among them), alcohol and drug abuse
are major causes of ill health, family breakups, social
marginalization and crime. Even sex compulsion can lead to
STDs and broken relationships, as well as job loss and
suicide.
What do video games lead to? Aside, that is, from a
Harvard education?
Taking addiction from yet another standpoint, let's
consider the biomedical definition. Nicotine is a drug that
affects the brain in a way that causes the body to crave more
nicotine. Other drug addictions operate the same way: once
you are hooked, the problem of kicking is that you are
physically bound to the substance you are trying to avoid. As
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dramatized brilliantly in Otto Preminger's 1955 movie, The
Man With The Golden Arm, based on the novel by Nelson
Algren, stopping the ingestion of the addictive substance
throws addicts into withdrawal, experiencing physical and
mental torture until they get their next fix.

Preminger, Otto. “The Man With The Golden Arm.” United Artists, 1955

Some may object that this argument compares apples
to oranges, so let's look at behavioral addiction. Gamblers
subscribe to a pattern of belief so strongly it's been labeled
"the gambler's fallacy": if they win money, they can't stop
playing because they're on a streak, but if they lose they can't
stop either because they're bound to get lucky again. If they
are forced stop, they can't stop thinking about–and begging,
borrowing and stealing for–their next fix. Video games offer
rewards within the game–there are more and different levels
to achieve and medals to win. But a key distinction between
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this and something like gambling is that there are a finite
number of such levels.
The game does end, eventually. This is fundamentally
different from all the other activities mentioned. The
dopamine high from winning, or killing, is not physically
changing your brain any more than listening to an
exhilarating piece of music does. You are still within the
realm of natural processes.
There are exceptions. 2013's Flappy Bird has the
singular distinction of being pulled from Apple's App Store
later the same year by its creator, Dong Nguyen, because, in
his own words, he hadn't intended it to be so addictive.
According to Wikipedia, by the start of 2014 it was the most
downloaded app in the world, and its removal caused the
price to skyrocket for smartphones that had it preinstalled.
Reportedly designed in a few days, Flappy Bird may be the
simplest game ever: a small bird that looks more like a tennis
ball flies across the screen from left to right. There are a
series of evenly spaced pipes coming from the top and
bottom of the screen with gaps between which the bird has to
pass. The only thing a player has to do is tap the screen,
which gives the bird a little bump to thwart the drag of
gravity. With each successful pass your score, shown in the
middle of the screen (for all to see), rises. That's it.
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Source: "Flappy Bird." Wikipedia, 2014
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And yet, just look at his face! It ought to be called
Anxious Bird, as he seems to be quite befuddled by his
predicament and skeptical of your ability to save him with
your eagerly tapped near misses. And 90% of the time, he's
right. The game is very hard, "punishing," even, according to
TechinAsia writer Ahn-Minh Do, making it a game "people
love to hate." He goes on to comment that, unlike in other
games, "you feel for the little guy." All this talk of emotions
is not incidental but a key attraction of the game. Rather
than a simple rush of dopamine, players are spurred on by a
Molotov cocktail of emotional triggers: angst, trepidation,
guilt, fear and compassion as well as success. It is the happy
release of tension described in Sigmund Freud 's seminal Wit
and Its Relation to the Unconscious, published in 1916, that
keeps people coming back for more.
The smartphone game Candy Crush, also launched in
2013, is one of many in which you have to match three colors
of fruit or jellybeans or three something. When the three
items are lined up, they disappear, letting others fall into
their spots, and you begin again. Simple, no? A big hit? Yes:
as Dana Smith reports in The Guardian,
"Candy Crush is played by 93 million people every day,
and it accrues an estimated $800,000 daily through
players purchasing new lives and boosters that help
them to conquer new levels. All told, half a billion
people have downloaded the free app."
What makes Candy Crush so hard to stop playing, says
Smith, is kind of the reverse of what Flappy Bird does: the
early levels are easy, and frequently rewarded, giving a
feeling of accomplishment. Then it gets harder, and leaves
you chasing the feeling you now miss. It's an addictive M.O.
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borrowed from the gambling table. Smith hits the nail on the
head when she says (from first person experience), "We lose
more often than we win and we never know when the next
triumph will come. Rather than discouraging us from
playing, this actually makes the game even more enticing
than if we won easily."
Candy Crush also has the extraordinary and possibly
unique feature of kicking you out of the game for a short
time after five losses. This virtual time-out only whets the
player's appetite and makes it that much more satisfying
when they are "allowed" back in. Some other games–Angry
Birds and Subway Surfer come to mind–can make it very
difficult to get your kid to stop playing and eat his breakfast
or get in the car, or whatever. But–and this is key: it's not
impossible. Though tears may be involved, kids will
nevertheless get distracted by something else pretty fast.
They won't run into traffic with it, or mug you for it, or go
into withdrawal, unless you count pouting. The words, "I
hate you," may be aired: they may even run away from home,
in extreme cases. Depression and suicidal ideation, however,
have not been observed.
Social games that never stop are another matter. In
Second Life (or SL, as its users call it), the excitement isn't in
lining up candies or defeating villains but in meeting new
people. The game is played exclusively by adults and the
action is generally rather slow and nonviolent. Surprisingly,
it fits the clinically "addictive" profile, in terms of real life
impacts, much more closely than anything else going.
In SL, people create "avatars," online versions of their
bodies that 99.9% of the time are more attractive than the
real thing. The avatars fly over the landscape discovering
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places to meet other people. When they land, they can
approach others to converse about topics of interest, make
small talk, and indulge in a range of player-invented leisure
activities.

Price, Joi. “The Fashion Ambassador Loves NYC.” New York City SL, 2013

Since it's a site for adults, along with benign activities
based on mutual interests, players can also engage in online
commerce. They can buy virtual things for their avatars from
established brands such as American Apparel or Dell, both of
which have outlets on the site. Mazda and Toyota have made
special offers exclusively within SL, and the array of other
happenings, such as a version of the Ready For Life run for
avatars, hosted by the American Cancer Society (as reported
on the Wikipedia page, Businesses and organizations in
Second Life), is staggering. You can even buy land and take
up residency, purchasing a house and a garden to fill it and
holding parties for your SL friends. The land is purchased
with real money, and until 2010 that meant it had real value.
When Linden Lab, the company behind SL changed the
rules, landowning residents protested in the form of a $5
million lawsuit. A separate class action suit, filed by players
whose accounts had been terminated without compensation
while they still had virtual land, virtual money and real
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money tied up inside the game, was settled on April 29, 2014
by a California District Court in favor of the plaintiffs.
Wait–seriously, lawsuits? How much money are we
talking, here? According to a 2009 Wired magazine article:
"Second Life reported $120 million in resident-toresident purchases in the first quarter alone, and
investment bank Piper Jaffrey predicts $621 million
worth of in-world sales in 2009, in everything from
virtual dildos to running shoes."
That's right: dildos. Not only can avatars gamble with
real money, they can have sex with each other. Considering
the attractiveness of their avatars and the fantasy landscapes
that are available to inhabit, for many players, SL sex is more
exciting than the real thing. This mashup of the real and the
virtual has even led to virtual intellectual property lawsuits.
In 2009, Eros LLC, maker of the SexGen Cuddle Rug and
other virtual sex toys, sued Linden Lab, claiming they "look
the other way while virtual residents rip off" their product
line of "specially programmed beds, rugs, sofas and even a
coffin that enable consenting avatars to engage in virtual sex
acts." They settled out of court two years later.
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Which leads us to the question: If your spouse was
spending several hours each day at this and had a virtual
affair in cartoon form via their computer screen, how
seriously would you take it? Especially if, when challenged,
your spouse scoffs at you and tells you it's only a computer
game? Seriously enough to cause a number of real world,
offline divorces. On the bright side, as shown in Joyce
Bettencourt's 2008 BBC documentary, Virtual Adultery and
Cyberspace Love, it can also lead to marriage and happy
relationships.
But as Sherry Turkle writes in her 2011 book, Alone
Together: Why We Expect More from Technology and Less
from Each Other, "looking to games for amusement is one
thing. Looking to them for a life is another.” Still, it's hard to
really blame such consequences on the game itself. Even if
it's a contributing factor, other leisure activities, such as
sailing or golf, can and do put just as much strain on a
relationship and lead spouses astray. Addiction is a medical
condition that requires social, psychological and sometimes
pharmacological solutions. Playing too many video games,
like watching too much TV, is not really one of them.
Your mind, in the end, has not been enslaved, it has
only been entertained.
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"But but but..." you say, "It looks like an addiction! If
kids aren't playing so enthusiastically because of that, why do
they play?"
Lucky for us, Cheryl Olson asked this same question in
her 2010 study, cited in Chapter 1, Children’s Motivations
for Video Game Play in the Context of Normal Development,
revealing a long list of motivators most parents and
educators would be surprised at:
o Healthy competition
o Social status
o Relaxation and escape
o Improving mood
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o Making friends
o Having something to talk about
o A sense of achievement
o Self-esteem
o Intellectual challenge
o Cooperative problem solving
o Enjoying story and character
o Fantasy role playing
As an example of this last item, Olson cites the example
of a young man needing a safe space to experiment with
concepts of masculinity:
"Compared with real life or a movie, a video game
allows players more control over emotions; players can
choose situations to elicit or avoid particular feelings
(Cragg et al., 2007).
"Teens who use games to experiment with different
identities may be drawn to violent games to, for
example, act out an extreme version of powerful
masculinity safe from the judgment of parents or
society, and to see how it feels (Jansz, 2005)."
Looking further into the literature on motivation, the
theory that comes up time and time again is SelfDetermination Theory (SDT), which examines the effects of
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation on behavior. As described
in Przybylski, Ryan and Rigby's 2006 The motivational pull
of video games: A self-determination theory approach, the
research on intrinsic motivation, or doing things just because
they feel good, highlights three key drivers:
50

1) Autonomy, the feeling being in charge, having lots of
choices, and doing things essentially your own way
2) Competence, which fosters pride because you're good
at what you do.
3) Psychological Relatedness, or social value, the feeling
that what your doing has a wider impact
Daniel Pink, author of 2011's Drive: The surprising
truth about what motivates us, puts forth a number of
arguments showing that extrinsic motivators, such as money,
are not what drive us to get up in the morning and do a good
job (you can find them on Youtube).
His version of SDT's three drivers is slightly different:
1) Autonomy, having real control over at least some
aspects of whatever it is you're doing: "I am in charge of
me."
2) Mastery, which is not just competence but the
opportunity to test your skills against problems that are
at the limit of your abilities, and to try, try again. This
imparts what Olson calls a feeling of true achievement:
"Gosh, I did it! I wasn't sure I could."
3) Purpose, a sense not only of social value but of it
being important, even noble, and the stakes of not
achieving it being dire: "I have to do this, people are
depending on me, my actions make a difference."
Popular video games provide all three.
Unlike a regular game, most video games don't make
you just follow rules and take turns–your actions affect the
way the game unfolds. In the more complex ones, players are
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provided with a story, a mission and a set of resources they
can call on during the game as needed. It's up to them to
autonomously engage with the game environment. To
succeed, they need to overcome a tall learning curve. They
get many chances and can try different options to see what
works best. Aside from building Executive Function skills,
this gives a sensation of ever improving competence and
mastery as they face novel and challenging situations and
are able to cope. Completing their mission provides a sense
of social value. It may include violent interludes but also
much deciphering of information, strategizing and initiative
taking. It may also involve socially positive acts, such as
protecting another more important character from harm,
giving them a feeling of purpose.

In 1997, Matthew Lomard and Theresa Ditton
identified yet another factor which is important to gamers
with their paper, At the heart of it all: The concept of
presence. Presence, as exemplified in movies such as
Disney's Tron franchise (1982, 2010 and another sequel in
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the works) is the feeling that you're inside the game itself,
reacting to events as if you were physically there. Game
designer David Ghozland, in Designing for Motivation, a
2007 article for the Gamasutra online magazine, agrees.
"The player has to 'believe' in the game," he says, "identify
himself with something and quickly get one’s bearings."
He then adds something completely new to the
conversation by talking about the players needs:
"The role of the designer is to open up his universe and
to guide the player into it step by step. He does this by
offering progressive challenges rewarded by new tools
to help him to take up new challenges and so on. The
game designer creates the needs for the player; he
organizes his wishes and provides the challenges and
rewards to satisfy him."
Who knew video games were so psychological? The
techniques and tools described by Ghozland certainly reflect
insight into the human mind–at least the minds of kids. And
though games may be known for giving medals and awards,
Ghozland writes, the top designers understand that these are
not enough to keep kids interested. Instead, they consciously
try to maximize the above stated intrinsic rewards.
In the next chapter, we look at efforts to apply these
principles of game design to life.
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3. "WHAT THE HECK IS
GAMIFICATION AND WHAT DOES IT HAVE
TO DO WITH ME?"

Gamification, as it sounds, is the process of turning
something that isn't a game into one.
Why would you want to do that? Because people like to
play games, but they don't like to do other things so much,
like follow rules. If you can change compliance into a game,
more people will comply voluntarily, because it's fun. The
theory in a nutshell is this: people are dumb but fun loving,
so if you're clever enough you can trick them into doing
anything you want. Cue Mary Poppins: "Just a spoonful of
sugar helps the medicine go down..."

Source: “Mary Poppins.” Walt Disney Pictures, 1964
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Take speeding. In 2010, Volkswagen held the aptly
names "Fun Theory" contest to find a promising gamification
project that had something to do with cars. Enter the Speed
Camera Lottery, the brainchild of Kevin Richardson of
California. At a busy intersection in Stockholm, Sweden,
they installed a sign that not only showed the speed but gave
drivers a neon "thumbs up" or "thumbs down" as they
passed. On top of that, a camera took a picture of every car,
rather than just the speeders. Speeders received a ticket, and
the lawful were entered into a lottery to win some of the
money collected from the offending drivers. The
combination of immediate, fun feedback and a chance of
monetary reward reportedly lowered average speeds at the
intersection by 22%.

Source: "Volkswagen: The Speed Camera Lottery." Advert Lover, 2010
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Great story, huh? So why haven't you seen any neon
thumbs popping up at your city's local Grand Central?
Privacy issues are one thing. Another is that red light or
speed cameras are a divisive issue many city politicians
wouldn't touch with a ten foot pole. Dressing it up with a
"Like" isn't going to change that. It might be the case that the
whole thing was simply a promotional stunt for Volkswagen,
and never meant to go further. After all, it was intentionally
timed to coincide with the launch of their BlueMotion
Technologies line of cars. Finally, the lottery aspect had some
cities waving the red flag–not to mention their chagrin at the
prospect of handing over a portion of the loot.
The truth is, there aren't many real life examples of
gamification working in this way. Vested interests abound to
foil our best intended schemes, and our own tolerance for
cutesy carrot-and-stick games is probably highly limited. Life
is not a game, and we are not merely players. Anyone trying
to use games to get us to do things we don't want will face an
uphill climb.
But what about things we do want to do?
A "top ten" list of success stories, compiled by Yu-kai
Chou on his eponymous website, offers some very impressive
examples in which gamification has helped to:
1) Solve a genetic research problem that had scientists
stumped
2) Help cancer patients manage pain
3) Get kids to exercise
4) Motivate kids to study math
5) Raise hundreds of millions for charities
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6) Bring people back after life changing illnesses
7) Save energy and its associated costs
8) Reward people for recycling
9) Bring remote villages clean water
10) Feed the poor
What all these things have in common is that they are
things that people want to do but are difficult to tackle. The
problems are either too big, too complicated, or we don't
know what to do or we feel helpless. In these cases,
intelligently applied "game mechanics" can provide a way to
enable people to act.

A fascinating case is the solving of that genetic research
problem. Proteins are long strings of enzymes which are
"folded" hundreds of times into tiny parcels to conserve
space in the body. The website Fold.it lets avid, experienced
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computer gamers–you know, those guys holed up in their
mothers' basements–register to "play" with computerized
models of proteins. Since these models operate according to
the same rules that govern real proteins, when the gamers
solve a puzzle it means they've created a viable model of a
protein. Scientists, who did not previously understand how
the protein worked, then have a model to study.
Yu-kai Chou describes their most well-known discovery
this way:
"By 2009, AIDS had already killed 30 Million people, or
close to the equivalent of the State of California. As of
2010, there are still 34 Million people that have
contracted HIV. For 15 years, many of the top PhD
Scientists in the world were trying to decipher a crystal
structure for one of the AIDS-causing viruses called the
Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (M-PMV), but could not
solve it.
"Luckily, the University of Washington’s Center for
Game Science (yes, such a center exists) collaborated
with the Biochemistry department and created FoldIt,
an online puzzle video game about protein folding.
Foldit utilizes a game-like puzzle interface that allows
people from all over the world to “play” and compete in
figuring out various protein structures that fit a
researcher’s criteria.
"To everyone’s surprise, with over 240,000 “players”
registering for the game and competing viciously
against each other, a solution to the structure of the MPMV was found in 10 days, creating a major
breakthrough in the AIDS research field. 15 Years vs. 10
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Days? I would say for this alone Gamification added
extremely concrete value to the world and could one day
save a loved one."
Since we're concerned here with education, let's take a
closer look at the two examples cited address it: number 3,
getting kids to exercise, which improves mental focus and
stamina, and number 4, getting them excited about math,
which as any math teacher will attest is really, really hard.
Zamzee is a pedometer-like doodad for kids that tracks
them as they run around, jump on couches or run up and
down stairs. Their activity level wins them energy points
they can later trade for real life rewards. This encourages
kids to up their physical activity in order to see how much
they can get.

Source: ”Zamzee Pintrest Page.” Zamzee, 2012

This system is squarely based on the reward-forperformance, or behaviorist model, until recently the
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dominant model for any kind of training, from autistic kids
to middle managers. It was the predominant method used
with dogs until it was realized that dogs are motivated more
by their instincts than by treats. Super-trainers now use
exercises based on hunting prey in combination with
rewards to more effectively get them to produce desired
behaviors.
Behaviorism is still rife among parenting consultants,
despite its many problems. One of the biggest–aside from
parents being arbitrary and inconsistent and kids
outsmarting the rules–is what behaviorists call extinction,
the fact that many undesirable behaviors reappear once the
reward system is removed. The question is, will a kid using a
toy/tool such as Zamzee keep their level of activity up for the
long run, or just until the novelty wears off? Will it get
overweight kids off the couch or just encourage active kids to
be greedy? And how much energy is the parent willing to
spend being a policeman/fairy godmother? Some critics also
allege that by making jumping on the couch reward-worthy,
you take the fun out of free play by replacing intrinsic with
external rewards. This can have the absurd result of
discouraging normally active kids from being energetic when
those rewards stop coming.
What about the math motivation example? Is that also
based on a reward-for-performance, behaviorist model?
Fortunately not. The Khan Academy is a math tutorial
site that started off as an uncle's way of helping out his niece.
Sal Khan gave his niece Skype lessons in math using a
presentation screen that looks just like a blackboard. Soon
other family members were using his voluntary services.
When his schedule got to busy to give lessons one on one, he
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started making videos for his student-relative to watch at any
time. Once this formula was in place, he realized anyone
could use it, and the Khan Academy was born with the lofty
goal of providing free universal education. Since then, the
number of subjects covered has multiplied (pun not initially
intended) and interactive computer-based lessons have
joined the video ones.
The genius move, however, resided not in the lessons
themselves but in how progress is tracked and organized.
This is done via the Knowledge Map, a way for students not
only to see where they've been, but to conceptualize the
connections between subjects as a constellation of stars.

Source: "Khan Academy Sign Up." Taggert's Mathematics, 2014

Each star is a lesson, and the connections between
them are skill based; you must understand the ones above
before you can do the ones below. But that doesn't stop you
from attempting any lesson you want, and possibly jumping
ahead, simply by clicking on it. When you complete a lesson
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and return to the map, that star has turned blue. In this way
you could find your own level of competence by trial and
error, with zero consequences, plus have a guide to which
lessons to take rather than moving around aimlessly.
Recently, Khan has introduced "missions" keyed to
your learning objectives, and brief "pre-tests" with skippable
questions, to further improve user customization. If you
recall the keys to intrinsic motivation covered in the last
chapter–autonomy, mastery, and purpose–one can easily see
the first two are being fulfilled very nicely. The third is in
part provided by the program's external rewards: watching
the videos and completing exercises earns you Energy Points
and Meteorite Badges. Speedy problem solving and streaks
of correct answers are especially valuable. But beyond that,
parents, teachers and society all emphasize the importance
of mathematics for future success, providing a "purpose"
motivation for the student in the wider world.
These simple but well considered gamification steps
have helped turn Khan Academy from what could have been
a big yawn into one of the internet's biggest education
superstars.
Another example of gamification in education is
designed to beat that constant bugaboo, misbehavior in
class. ClassDojo is aimed at teachers, rather than students. It
borrows its name from the Japanese martial arts classroom,
or dojo, which represents a place of respect for oneself, for
others and especially for the teacher. Though behaviorism
based, the app goes further not only by making it possible for
teachers to award points for specific good behaviors on the
spot, but by enlisting peer pressure. This it does by sharing
the "good news" on a whiteboard. The kids also hear a "ding"
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when a point is awarded, which makes it even sound like a
game show. As soon as the teacher sees Timmy doing
something right, she can record it on her smartphone or
laptop with specific comments, such as, "Plus 1 for
teamwork, Timmy!"
Other features include a "randomizer" which teachers
can use to choose a student to answer a question. Kids
respond well, even encouraging the teacher to use it, because
they sense the fairness of the selection, rather than thinking
the teacher is picking on them.

Source: "Startup of the Week: ClassDojo." Wired, 2012

The theory behind this approach borrows from positive
psychology: providing positive reinforcement in a timely and
public way helps to shape behavior and proves more
productive than punishment. Although ClassDojo allows
teachers to take away points for specific undesirable
behaviors, many prefer to stick with the positive. By not
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sharing "bad news," the negative effects of shaming or
resentment are avoided. One result is to reduce the time (and
sweat!) the teacher loses to classroom management. In a
video on the ClassDojo website, Kaytlyn, a 5th grade teacher
in Alemeda, CA, says she reduced the transition time
between subjects from three agonizing minutes to one
industrious one–and saved her voice into the bargain. And
since they're all now cooperating, rather than forgetting
about it she gives everyone a point using Select All. Again,
this works because it's something teachers always strive to
do–it's just very difficult. The app, which not only praises
good behavior but makes a game of it, is a practical tool that
helps them make it happen.
Okay... But it's not really a game game, is it? No,
because a game is just for having fun. What ClassDojo does
is co-opt game mechanics, such as the point system and the
whiteboard, to accomplish something very different.

Jane McGonigal, author of the 2011 New York Times
bestseller, Reality is Broken: Why Games Make Us Better
and How They Can Change the World, has created a career
for herself promoting games as self-help, both for individuals
and for society at large. Two of her better known efforts are
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SuperBetter, which infuses the job of recovering from
traumatic illnesses or experiences with can-do optimism
using game mechanics, and Evoke, a game sponsored by the
World Bank Institute to teach rural Africans strategies for
changing the world as they know it–for the superbetter, of
course.
Actually a 10 week online course, Evoke sends its
players on "missions" to invent solutions to fictional future
problems, such as a famine in Japan. These are announced
in comic book form each week and engaged in by whole
groups of players working together. The solutions are then
reported back in the form of blogs and videos. At the end of
the 10 weeks, the World Bank provides seed money for the
"winners" to try and actualize their best ideas on current
crises. McGonigal cites creativity, entrepreneurship, courage
and collaboration as qualities games bring out in people, and
recasts them as "super powers" that can be harnessed for
good. Evoke was designed for mobile phones because while
internet access is scarce in Africa, everybody has a cell
phone. In an interview on CNN, McGonigal claims the free
app garnered "80,000 users in 120 countries" in only a few
weeks.
From a game design standpoint, McGonigal offers the
following 4-point recipe for what every successful game
should have:
1) a Goal
2) Rules
3) a Feedback system
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4) the Desire to play, accepting the first three as
authoritative
"Voluntary participation requires that everyone who is
playing the game knowingly and willingly accepts the
goal, the rules, and the feedback. Knowingness
establishes common ground for multiple people to play
together."
Her contention is that within those bounds, one can do
(as she is out to prove)... almost anything. That last point,
though, can be a hard nut to crack. Why would anyone
volunteer to play a game? In Jeremy Snead's 2014
documentary, Video Games: The Movie, game designers talk
about how in the old days, their job was basically Step 2,
figuring out the rules. The aim was to make something, in
the words of Nolan Bushnell, founder of Atari: "simple to
learn, but impossible to master."

Source: “Video Games: The Movie.” Mediajuice Studios, 2014
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That may have been good enough for nerds, but in the
1990s games became more expensive to make and market.
To gain a wider audience, video game companies such as
Nintendo introduced a development cycle in which they
observed how people played the games before they were
released. The result was the development of a missing
element that opened up gaming to the mainstream and has,
by this decade, become the holy grail of any new game title:
they had to have a story. The challenge, though, is not only
to tell a good story, but to make the player a part of it, as
McGonigal seems to have accomplished in her African
venture.
The role of games in education is taken very seriously at
a number of conferences, not least the annual
Games+Learning+Society
Conference
in
Madison
Wisconsin. One of the co-chairs is Kurt Squire, a former
Montessori teacher and inventor of ProgenitorX, a game
about saving the world from zombies using stem cell
technology. The conference starts with a one day Playful
Learning Summit, whose
stated goal is to provide
"professional development opportunities to celebrate and
deepen educators’ use of games in various educational
settings." It attracts teachers from all over the United States
hungry to learn about and discuss the initiatives they and
their colleagues are taking.
Another place gamification has made great strides is
the world of business. Gabe Zichermann of GCO preaches
the gospel of gaming as a key strategic method for raising the
bottom line by encouraging customer loyalty and employee
engagement. He also talks about games being used for
education, citing Civilization and SimCity as two games that
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were created for commercial purposes but that have been coopted by schools because they happen to be based on real
world mechanics. He says their inventors simply felt that the
real world, if they could replicate it, would be more engaging
and challenging than any fantasy.
Zichermann likes to tell the story of a Tim Vandenberg,
a teacher in a poor neighborhood in San Bernardino County,
California, who developed an educational version of
Monopoly, the playing of which was an exclusive treat for the
top math students at his school–half of whom, Zichermann
points out, were girls. Vanderberg used Monopoly to teach
concepts like probability, economics and negotiation,
ultimately raising their math scores to the stratosphere.

Source: “What Lies Under the Boardwalk: Monopoly Story.” GCO, 2012

Quest to Learn (Q2L) is a middle-high school in New
York City designed with gamification in mind from the
ground up. Students achieve levels rather than getting
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grades. Lessons are designed as quests and may involve
defeating villains or rescuing aliens, often working in teams
with differentiated roles. Opened in 2009, the school's
curriculum and layout was developed by a team led by game
designer Katie Salen that included both teachers and gamers
as a project of the educational non-profit, Institute of Play,
an organization dedicated to mining game design principles
for educational benefit. To them, gamification isn't just for
fun; the medium is the message. As it says on their website:
"Games work as rule-based learning systems, creating
worlds in which players actively participate, use
strategic thinking to make choices, solve complex
problems, seek content knowledge, receive constant
feedback, and consider the point of view of others."
One example from the Institute of Play website is that
of a grade six math and science course in which a mad
scientist is trapped inside a person's body and has to report
on his "environment" to the class. The students, playing the
mad scientist, spend their time developing his reports, thus
turning the learning of dry facts into an investigation. (I hope
Miss Frizzle is getting royalties!) But more than that, Q2L
teaches students to conceptualize the world we live in in
terms of systems, "from biological to political to
technological and social." As with SimCity, a deep
understanding of complex relationships and their
consequences, both planned and unplanned, is the goal,
layered on top of the instructional content itself. Gaming in
the 21st Century has become a pedagogical methodology,
one whose core principles are discovery, inquiry, conjecture,
investigation, reportage and cooperation. It is a reframing of
the educational experience.
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Teachers have long known, for instance that exercising
the body prepares the mind for learning. Scientific evidences
for this intuition, such as Charles Hillman and colleagues'
2009 The effect of acute treadmill walking on cognitive
control and academic achievement in preadolescent
children, have now arisen to back it up. The problem is,
making it happen is easier said than done. With a full day of
lesson work planned, many teachers take the view that recess
is the only break a child needs. But many are making an
effort, whether by arranging school walks to replace local
bussing or taking the kids for a run around the school at the
start of the day when the weather allows. Allison Cameron, a
teacher at a school for learning disabilities in Saskatoon,
Canada, went so far as to install treadmills in her classroom
in 2008 to promote learning readiness among her students.
The result? ADHD symptoms took a nosedive while math
scores went through the roof.
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Source: “The Learning Clinic Worldwide.” Doc Meek, 2014

One needn't be so extreme, however. Some planned
movement every 30 minutes or so, just to break the tedium,
can do wonders for student effort and attention, say
education consultant Dianea Phillips. "There are thousands
of strategies to help children keep the blood flowing from
their bottoms to their brains," she states. But beyond the
exercise itself, she attributes part of the effect to managing
expectations:
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"When children know that they are going to be standing
or moving after a certain amount of working (finished
or not) then they get their work done because they view
the work as a game."
Talk about counterintuitive: the fitness break becomes
a part of the process rather than an interruption or a reward.
The work becomes a game.
Is gamifying education pandering to kids? Are we
saying that if it isn't entertaining, we shouldn't expect kids to
focus? Is it part of a teacher's job to make school fun, and if
so, are they cut out for it? The answer to all three is no:
gamification doesn't mean all instruction has to be dressed
up as games. Its claims are more in the area of motivation:
that even if the work is normally boring, surrounding it in an
envelope of game mechanics that implement the triad of
autonomy, mastery and purpose can make it interesting and
meaningful for students; not because games are fun, but
because learning is fun.
In the next chapter, we'll look at how actual computer
and video games are being used in the classroom today.
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4. "MY CHILD'S TEACHER HAS THEM
PLAYING GAMES IN SCHOOL. THAT JUST
SEEMS WRONG."

An obvious way of gamifying the curriculum is to
actually play games in class.
Math drill programs were perhaps the first application
of games for educational purposes, and they are probably
what most people still think of when it comes to educational
games. Other early efforts borrowed from popular game
shows like Jeopardy! or Who Wants To Be a Millionaire? to
give a sense of excitement to boring old multiple choice
questions.
Many math games on the market today are still based
on the drill model, whether they be new versions of old
standards, like Math Blasters, based on space fighting, or
feature fancy 3D graphics and an adventure scenario, like
Timez Attack. Not that they aren't effective, in their way:
most have the ability to modify questions based on how well
the student has answered previously, the idea being to stay at
the top end of their ability and continually challenge them
without becoming frustrating, which is good pedagogy. But
they are still essentially fancy frames for asking math
questions.
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Source: “TimezAttack.” Big Brainz, 2010

A recent online entry, Sumdog, adds a couple of
interesting twists. First, they gamify their website itself by
showing a running total of the number of users and a
cumulative total of "correct answers" (almost 8 million as of
this writing). Second, it motivates kids not only with targets
to hit, gates to open or mysteries to solve, but with the power
of consumerism. You earn "virtual coins" instead of points
for correctly answering questions, and these can be
exchanged to buy different outfits for your avatar in a "store"
within the game itself. This strategy, in use for years in
edutainment games such as Club Penguin and UB Funkeys,
is now being used in schools. And it's amazing–some might
say frightening–how powerful it is. You would think, though,
that with the unlimited resources of computer coding
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available we could get past variations of math drills to
something more engaging and interesting.
Enter Mathbreakers, from the Imaginary Number
Company. Begun as a beta called Crystal Math (you can see
where its developers were coming from), this game turns
math into a first-person shooter (FPS). The most popular
game genre, an FPS is a game in which you, the player, shoot
at targets in a 3D landscape and can turn around 360
degrees to see behind you. The screen represents your firstperson point of view either directly or though an onscreen
character whose back is always towards you.

Source: "Mathbreakers." The Imaginary Number Co., 2014

In Mathbreakers, the player controls a variety of
number-shooting weapons. The object is to get to your
spaceship; on the way, you must break through barriers and
fend off hazards by shooting numbers at them. One such
barrier might be a wall of minus 4's: you have to shoot it with
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a positive 4, two positive 2's or four positive 1's in order to
get through. A positive 50 bouncing mine needs blasting with
the sum total of negative 50 in order to remove the danger,
and so on. If only positive numbers are available, they can be
picked up and turned into negatives by carrying them
through strange looking sunlamps. Similarly, numbers can
be multiplied and divided by carrying them back and forth
through arches. In later modules, slicing a ball into pieces
with a broadsword creates fractions. You never have a math
question formally posed to you in Mathbreakers; instead,
math is a part of how the world works.
Sounds like fun; but really, why bother reinventing the
wheel? Kids have always learned math from drill and
practice, right? Sure, it turns many of them off it for life, but
for those who have an aptitude it works; why try another
approach? The truth is, the economy needs fewer people to
be turned off of math in their formative years. There is a
huge effort going on right now to get more kids interested in
"STEM" subjects: Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math. And on a purist level, in the words of company advisor
Frederico Chialvo, "all students deserve to experience the
thrill of mathematical discovery."
Instead of drill and practice, thrill and practice. You've
got to admit, it's got a ring to it.
Another STEM positive game being used in schools is
Portal 2, the very successful 2011 version of 2007's Portal, a
quirky, creative FPS in which instead of shooting bullets you
shoot holes in the walls of a dilapidated maze-like structure
you must find your way out of. The trick is, there are two
kinds of holes: orange and blue. You enter one and emerge
from the other. So if you put an orange hole in one wall and a
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blue one in another, you can essentially jump through the
space like a quantum particle. Because of this you
occasionally catch a glimpse of yourself in the distance,
coming through the wall–and you're a girl! Though a great
leap for gender equality in a gaming world in which women
are only starting to make themselves seen and heard, this
quirk can be hard to figure out if you haven't paid attention
to the story!

Source: “Portal 2.” Valve, 2011

Educators like Portal 2 because it's nonviolent,
humorous and the problems it presents require the kind of
creative or "out of the box" thinking needed to solve insight
problems. What are insight problems? I'm glad you asked.
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Insight problems are those that defy ordinary
calculation. Many of them seem easy at first, and most
people try to solve them in what seems the obvious way, but
are stymied when they realize it won't work. Getting your
brain to consider other options turns out to be extremely
hard! What often happens is we get frustrated, decide it's a
trick or impossible, and give up. Then–or sometimes the
next day, after sleeping on it–we suddenly have an "insight"
and "see" the solution. We wonder why we didn't see it
before, and can't wait to test the problem or riddle on
someone else, if only to watch them squirm.

Being able to solve insight problems is often what
separates the leaders in a society from the followers. You
can't make a movie, direct a large corporation or lead a
government just by number crunching, you have to have
what President George Bush the First famously called, "the
vision thing."
This brings up a curious question: why is it called
insight?
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Researchers John Kunios and Mark Beeman, in their
2006 paper on the subject, The Aha moment: The cognitive
neuroscience of insight, think they have the answer. They
remark that when solving analytic problems we are very
outward focused, staring hard at the problem on a piece of
paper or the computer screen in order to keep the data fresh
in our mind. This outward focus is reflected in greater
activity in the visual cortex, the visual processing center of
the brain. By contrast, the solving of insight problems is
often preceded by closing the eyes, or even sleep. Even in an
experiment when subjects were required to keep their eyes
open and look at a certain spot, reduced activity was detected
in the visual cortex immediately prior to finding the solution,
as if their brains were covertly closing their eyes–or looking
inward–anyway. During this in-sight period, the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC, described in Chapter 1), is especially
active, and so is a coordinated surge in activity in both the
right and left hemispheres. The authors explain it this way:
"The anterior cingulate may be involved in the
readiness to detect weakly activated, subconscious
solutions and to switch attention to them when they are
detected... preparation for solving an upcoming
problem with insight involved directing attention
inwardly... rather than focusing attention outwardly on
the monitor."
Kounios and Beeman suggest that one can get better at
solving these kinds of problems with preparation, because
once stimulated, the ACC keeps humming, ready to solve the
next problem. If the ACC can be stimulated using a game,
such as Portal 2, or anything else that activates it, such as
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meditation or physical exertion or making art, it should
improve our capacity for insight problem solving.

But it is another aspect of Portal 2 that has led to its use
in the classroom. Since the mechanics of the game
incorporate principles of physics and other STEM related
subjects, it has been used in creative ways to teach them. The
website of the Nordahl Grieg Upper Secondary School in
Norway puts it this way:
"With this game, students are able to simulate complex
physics experiments that otherwise would be difficult or
impossible to do without risk of severe bodily harm.
Furthermore, the game facilitates the possibility to bend
the laws of physics which is an excellent point of
departure for discussion of how these affect the real
world."
Valve, the company behind the game, has cooperated
with educators by developing Puzzle Maker, a tool that lets
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teachers program their own Portal 2 puzzles with specific
characteristics in order to teach specific lessons. Even
students have been recruited to use the tool: at Sammamish
High School in Bellevue, Washington, for instance, students
in their summer program used Puzzle Maker to develop
lessons for 8th and 9th graders on STEM subjects such as
Newton's Laws of Physics. Creating the game gave them the
double benefit of learning by having to teach others.
We've seen so far how math and science are being
impacted by the use of games; lets turn now to other
curriculum areas.
G.A.M.E. (Gamers Advancing Meaningful Education) is
a consortium of teachers who grew up playing multiplayer
role playing games such as Dungeons and Dragons and
World of Warcraft (WoW for short). Its members are
educators who feel strongly about the pedagogical benefits of
role playing games and want to share with each other
innovative ways of using them in school.

Source: “World of Warcraft.” Blizzard Entertainment, 2004

Peggy Sheehy, a teacher at Suffern Middle School in
New York, writing on the WoW in School wiki, explains:
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"The original focus of this project was to develop a
curriculum for an after school program or "club" for atrisk students at the middle and/or high school level.
This program would use the game, World of Warcraft,
as a focal point for exploring Writing/Literacy,
Mathematics, Digital Citizenship, Online Safety, and
would have numerous projects/lessons intended to
develop 21st-Century skills.
"Because of the success of the first year's
implementation as an after school program, the
program is now being implemented as a language arts
elective for middle schoolers, designed to provide
enrichment for students at all levels. The program is
spreading, too. To date, twelve schools in the U.S. and
Canada have used our materials and have joined the
adventure."
At Suffern, Sheehy, who is one of the founders of
G.A.M.E., developed an English Language curriculum that
ties together WoW, J.R.R. Tolkein's The Hobbit and Joseph
Campbell's The Hero's Journey. She later expanded it to
include the Social Sciences using "guild structures" and other
social organizations that already existed within WoW. The
point, she says, is to get children engaged via their
imaginations, for when that happens they produce volumes
more work than when they are distracted or dutifully doing
what the teacher asks.
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Hallway sign in Suffern Middle School, New York

Prior to her success with WoW, Sheehy had briefly
experimented with using Second Life, described in Chapter
2, to teach curriculum subjects. She says SL taught her the
"the power of avatars," with the surprising observation that it
made kids more reflective about their actions.
The advent of the G.A.M.E. collective brings up another
important point: it is not just the kids who want to play
games imposing their agenda on the schools, there is a new
generation of teachers out there who grew up gaming and
have insights about it which the established educational
superstructure lacks.
Over at Stanford University's Virtual Human
Interaction Lab (VHIL), Nick Yee and Jeremy Bailenson
have also noticed the power of avatars, and have been
studying how they affect behavior both inside and outside of
games. What they've discovered seems obvious: that how we
feel about ourselves is wrapped up in how we look to others,
and that this social reflection affects our confidence in the
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world and thus our behavior. They found, for instance, that
regardless of a person's real height, if they have a tall avatar
they will be negotiate more aggressively in a monetary
scenario. Yee and Bailenson have dubbed this the "Proteus
Effect" (from their 2007 The Proteus Effect: The Effect of
Transformed Self-Representation on Behavior), showing in
experiments that how your avatar looks has a real,
immediate and predictable affect on how confidently you
yourself will behave in a negotiation, a courting ritual or,
presumably, fending off a zombie apocalypse.

An offline corollary of the Proteus Effect would be the
power of suggestion in hypnosis, or the "power postures"
currently touted for landing a job or gaining influence in
business, recounted in articles such as Meila Robinson's 8
Power Poses That Will Make You More Successful At Work,
in the April 2014 Business Insider.
What influence can the Proteus Effect have on
learning? In Carol Dweck's 2012 book, Mindset: how you
can fulfil your potential, this issue of how you see yourself
turns out to be highly predictive of how well you'll do both
academically and in life. She says that those who have a
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"growth mindset," meaning they have confidence that they
can improve with effort at an intellectual task, have better
outcomes than those who feel that their level of smartness,
good or bad, is something they're born with. Being told
you're not perfect but can improve with effort is
empowering, while being told you're terrific is terrifying,
invoking a fear of failure that can cause stagnation, sort of
like the tortoise and the hare.
Sheehy, among others, makes a connection between
this and gaming when she describes an aspect of game
mechanics as promoting the freedom to fail. "Game
designers get that failure is anticipated and celebrated," she
says. "It’s a learning opportunity.”

Source: "Slide Charlie Brown, Slide!" Fawcett Crest, 1962
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Say "games in education" these days and someone will
mention Minecraft.
Minecraft is one of a class of games called "sandbox"
games, because like a sandbox they offer a creative playspace
that takes its content from the player's imagination. Players
have small Lego-like avatars that inhabit a 3D environment
of digitized blocks they can use to build their own tools,
make buildings, decorate the insides, do landscaping,
basically anything they can imagine; within the rules of the
Minecraft universe. There is day and night in Minecraft, for
instance, and the nights are cold. And dark. And full of
monsters. As with Valve and Puzzle Maker, the game's
creator, Mojang, working with New York based technology
teacher Joel Levin and the multinational educational
consortium TeacherGaming, has encouraged these
educational uses by developing MinecraftEDU, a safe and
specialized environment for use in schools, where features
like fire breathing monsters can be turned off if so desired.
Teachers can build environments including buildings,
mountains, structures or whatever, and place their students
into them, "teleporting" their boxy little avatars around as
needed. It is currently being used to teach everything from
Mayan History to Farming to Chemistry. How? Well, some
creativity is in order. For instance, in his 2012 Youtube
video, MinecraftEdu Class–Solids, Liquids and Gasses,
Stephen Elford, an Australian chemistry teacher,
demonstrates how he used it to teach students about the
three states of matter.
Picture the scene: all the kids and the teacher are seated
at their computers, sharing a Minecraft playspace Elford has
created. Using the teleport feature, Elford traps the student
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avatars in a small enclosure. Having previously studied the
lesson the usual way, he now uses analogy, telling them they
represent water molecules and the enclosure holding them
tightly together represents ice. He continues a running
commentary as he lights the enclosure on fire, "melting" it
and allowing them to run around in a larger container
(water) until he finally burns that up, too, releasing them
into the wild (gas). During all this, the kids are playing at
their computers, testing the walls of each successive
containment area and generally experiencing what it's like,
kind of, to be a molecule of water.

Source: "MinecraftEdu Class - Solids, Liquids and Gasses." Youtube, 2012

High school teacher Justin Eames of Baltimore,
Maryland, uses Minecraft with his students so much he has
created a tutorial for other teachers on his website. But in
searching for stellar example of its use for his June 2013 blog
entry, Meanwhile in Minecraft: Creating New Worlds with
Game Based Learning, he gives props to another teacher,
Eric Walker of the American School in Kuwait.
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Walker created a 3D immersive map in Minecraft
featuring both ancient structures, such as the Coliseum in
Rome, to modern, such as the Seattle-style cityscape below,
to teach Humanities subjects.

Source: "Meanwhile in Minecraft: Creating New Worlds With Game Based Learning." Mr.
Eames, 2013

What "3D immersive" means is that you can zoom in on
the map, move above and around the structures, examine
them at street level and even go inside. In addition, Walker
has built interactive blue dots into the playspace that
students can click on for information about a structure or to
receive assignments. The fact that Eames uses Walker as an
example is characteristic of the cooperative milieu in which
these games are being used: created by one teacher's
initiative, it is available by download for other teachers to use
as they like.
Maxis, the makers of SimCity, a game in which you
build up the infrastructure of a whole town just to see what
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happens, is a third company to get on the bandwagon with
SimCityEDU. Unlike the sandbox format of Minecraft or the
strategic environment of Portal 2, SimCity mimics a
complex, practically organic system by the way it shows the
consequences of action–and just as importantly, inaction–on
its tiny virtual denizens.
According to philosopher and "extended mind" theorist
Andy Clark (who might have given them the idea in his 2003
futurist manifesto, Natural-born cyborgs: Minds,
technologies, and the future of human intelligence), the
game "teaches co-control for complex, heterogeneous
assemblies... you must nudge, sculpt and tweak your city
using various forms of indirect control." Students learn-bydoing that complex systems respond poorly to
micromanagement because so many of their elements, from
electrical grids to tax rates, influence so many others, like
blackouts and poverty. Yet, rather than throw up their hands
in despair, students can discover that some degree of control
is possible if they learn to "respect the flow." Clark thinks
games like SimCity are excellent platforms for learning about
complex systems, such as icecaps or the human brain, and
that such an approach to understanding the world is
necessary if today's students are to overcome the
shortsighted messes made by earlier generations.
"Experience with such tools should be compulsory elements
in our educational practice," he says.
A whole other category of games are those that teach
kids how to make–what else?–more games. The rationale is
that making games teaches serious lessons in trial and error
thinking, setting goals, and understanding complex systems–
but the result is something you can play with! At New York's
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Quest To Learn school (discussed in the Chapter 3) they use
something called Gamestar Mechanic for this purpose.
Gamestar Mechanic delivers its curriculum by assigning
quests; along the way, you earn tools you can use to make
your own games without writing code. It also features online
courses taught by professional game designers, and a portal
to an online community for sharing the games that result.
Over in Boston, the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Media Lab has
been teaching kids to code since 2003 using Scratch, a
robust but simplified coding system with a graphic interface
geared to kids 8 through 16 (Scratch Jr. aims even younger).
The innovation here is that instead of typing, kids can drag
and drop bits of code into place, then test and repeat until
satisfied. The goal of Scratch is not only to make animations,
games and stories or to teach kids systems thinking but–
oddly enough–to write computer code as well.
The
originators felt that by making kids wait until high school or
university to study computer science, a lot of potential
programmers fall through the cracks, especially those who
don't excel at math.
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Source: "About Scratch." Video. MIT Media Lab, 2014

Though the web-based Scratch may have been the first,
the rise of the app has spawned a new crop of games teaching
coding skills, including Hopscotch, which has a similar look
and is made for tablets. But the most interesting new
development on the coding front involves games that don't
even require a computer. Toys like Sphero (now 2.0), from
Orbotix, provide a way for kids to learn programming, or
"coding," by playing with, of all things, a ball–mind you, a
ball that can change colors and directions based on your say
so–not sitting and typing.
Sphero is a distant cousin of Seymour Papert's
groundbreaking Logo turtle, described in 1980's
Mindstorms: Children, computers, and powerful ideas.
Instead of a turtle, it's a ball you can control from a phone or
tablet. There are pre-set games you can play with it, such as
The Rolling Dead, in which it fights Zombies that pop up out
of your carpet, but you can also program it yourself using an
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app called MacroLab. MacroLab comes with its own basic
programs, such as Figure 8, Flip, Rainbows, Spin in Place
and Zigzag that show off what it can do, but after playing
with them kids can also look through the code behind the
action. Once they see this, kids are very quick to start making
their own routines. In Having a ball with code: Can Sphero
inspire the next generation of developers?, Simon Bisson
describes Sphero as being special among programmable
devices because it supports "loops," which means you can get
it to do something over and over again until a certain thing
happens.
Sphero can also swim, jump ramps and is as endurable
as any other kids toy, which is nice to know as a parent.
This has been a real quick overview of how games are
used in schools. Eames, for instance, lists an additional 8
games on his blog that he uses in his classroom. They are, in
his words:
1) Banished: This game is a city-building simulator in
the vein of SimCity; however, in a medieval setting,
your main adversary in the game are harsh winters.
2) Bridge Constructor: This is great for teaching the
physics of forces and could easily be paired with
assignments about the students’ own community.
3) Gone Home: Non-violent and fits in nicely with
middle or high school ELA classes.
4) Kerbal Space Program: A charming space simulator
in which students design and launch rockets.
5) Myst: A first person puzzle game, Myst offers an
experience similar to Gone Home. As a warning, Myst
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can be challenging, so the teacher should play through
first in order to help give clues to students.
6) Oregon Trail: The game that started it all. The classic
version is available for free, but there have been several
new versions released throughout the years.
7) Roller Coaster Tycoon: Students design a theme park
from the ground up; the game requires players to
handle budgets, marketing, and staffing.
8) Spore: The game is a wonderful complement to
discussions of evolution, but requires definite preteaching.
The sky's the limit, it seems, for teachers who want to
use their imagination.

Source: "Robotic Ball from Sphero, Control with your iPhone." Gadget Wiki, 2011

Are games in school here to stay or just a fad? A 2014
survey by the Games and Learning Publishing Council
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(funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation), reported
in the Chronicle of Higher Education, showed that among
teachers who are already using games in the classroom,
o 55% used them weekly
o 45% complained of the extra time and cost required
for proper implementation
o 23% were still unsure of how to merge them with the
curriculum
o 47% cited them as a great way to reach high risk or
underperforming students
Whether computer games will eventually find a niche in
every classroom is hard to say. Doing it properly definitely
does take extra time and attention. Teachers also have to be
comfortable with the idea themselves, not to mention selling
it to parents. The enthusiasm of teachers who have already
been successful using games, however, can be quite
contagious. The gains in student engagement and improved
academic outcomes they report are hard to ignore. And the
more technology is incorporated into the classroom, the
more the gaming issue will have to be confronted. One
should not overlook, either, the probable effect of
incorporating games into school on dropout rates. Staying in
school has always been cool, as The Fonz used to say. But
staying in school and playing games? That might just be even
cooler.
In the next chapter we'll look at a fundamentally
different category of games being used in today's classroom:
those devoted to brain development.
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5. "BRAIN GAMES? GIVE ME A
BREAK!"

Modern brain games got their start at NASA, where
electroencephalograms (EEG) of brain activity were used to
detect periods of poor attention or wavering awareness states
in pilots while training on flight simulators, as reported in
2002's Physiological self-regulation and adaptive
automation by Lawrence Prinzel III, Alan Pope and
Frederick Freeman.
A flight simulator is a life-sized model of a cockpit with
a computer modeled view of an imaginary world going by out
the window. The cockpit is mounted on hydraulics like a
Disney ride to give the pilots the sensation of movement. The
effect is like sitting inside a giant virtual reality (VR) headset.
When the pilots' brainwaves slowed down, indicating a dip in
awareness, it caused the system became less automated,
forcing the pilot to pay more attention. Over time, the
switching became a de facto "neurofeedback loop," letting
the pilots know when their attention was wavering.
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An unexpected effect was that that pilots developed the
ability to control their mental states and maintain focus for
longer periods of time. The technology was jumped on in the
1990s by a number of companies who saw the potential to
develop neurofeedback games to train attentiveness in
children with ADHD. Soon, research supporting computer
games for memory and peripheral vision training were bring
published, giving rise to games aimed at helping Baby
Boomers avoid a doddering retirement, such as the Lumosity
website or Nintendo's Brain Age. The controversy that
surrounded those early games has largely died down as
people get used to the idea that our brains grow and change,
just like any other part of our body and that drugs or surgery
are not the only ways to influence them. Today, brain games
have even entered the mainstream with smartphone apps
such as GlassesOff, a suite of games that promise to
strengthen connections in the visual cortex so effectively that
middle aged mavens can retire their reading glasses.
Many websites with free games for kids, whether
casual, such as Miniclip, or educational, such as Coolmath,
now offer "brain games," a stocking into which they stuff
everything that has anything to do with puzzles, physics,
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reading, logic or numbers. But don't be fooled–these
categories suffer from the 20th Century notion that all you
can really do to improve your mental function is to play the
daily crossword. Just over a tenth of a way into the 21st
Century, a new science has arisen to challenge those ideas.
"Neuroplasticity" is the name given to the principle that the
brain is not a fixed unit that stops growing in late childhood,
as Freud, Piaget and a host of others had thought, but that it
continues to change into adulthood. Neuroplasticity (so
called because plastics can be molded) also challenges the
notion that how that growth plays out is out of our hands.
Genetics plays a role but is by no means a fait accompli: how
your brain develops is influenced as much by what you do as
who you are.
We are not stuck with the hand we're dealt; we can play
it.
To summarize this phenomenon, Norman Doidge, in
his 2007 bestseller, The Brain That Changes Itself: Stories
of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of Brain Science,
popularized the nicely rhyming, "Neurons that fire together
wire together."
A neuron is a cell whose function is to pass information
to other cells. They exist in the brain but also make up the
Central Nervous System, which means they're in your fingers
and toes and lungs and guts (which is how the brain knows
whether you're having butterflies or holding hands with
someone–or both at the same time). Neurons come in many
shapes and sizes, but they all have dendrites, where the
information comes in (usually in chemical form); axons
along which the information flows; and synapses where they
pass notes to other neurons. A neuron with lots of dendrites
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might accept input from thousands of other neurons and
pass it on to multiples as well, so it gets complicated. The
chemicals flowing along the axon generate electrical pulses,
known as action potentials. When this happens, we say the
neuron "fires."

Source: “Neurocomic.” Nobrow, 2014

First articulated by Donald Hebb in 1949, "Neurons
that fire together wire together" means the more often two or
more adjacent brain cells fire in sequence (i.e., chemicals
move from the synapsis of one to the dendrites of the other),
the stronger the long term connection between them
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becomes. This was the theoretical basis for the brain's ability
to make long term structural changes, or neuroplasticity.
Then, in 2011, it turned out to be not so simple. As
reported in Ephaptic coupling of cortical neurons, a team
led by Costas Anastassiou found that neurons caused one
another to fire not only at the synapses but at a distance. The
conduit for this was very weak extracellular electrical fields
that induced action potentials in nearby neurons. "These
fields could serve to synchronize thousands of neurons that
would otherwise operate independently," they wrote. This
means neurons that wire together are not necessarily limited
to those that lie end to end. The concept was extended
further in 2014 when Earl Miller and Evan Antzoulatos
discovered a coordinated "humming" of neurons in two
distinct but separate areas of the brain while their subjects
learned to categorize a series of dots. In a press release from
MIT News, Synchronized Brain Waves Enable Rapid
Learning, they say the new connection is neither chemical or
electrical, but "rhythm based." This means neurons can wire
together even if they're located in completely different parts
of the brain. This is a good thing, because, contrary to the
2014 blockbuster, Lucy, brain activity usually involves more
than one area.
The relevance of all this for learning is this: that habits
of mind may be overcome simply by developing new habits.
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One of the more public examples of the kind of selfchange this promises is Barbara Arrowsmith-Young, a case
study in Doidge's book and author of her own, 2012's The
Woman Who Changed Her Brain and Other Inspiring
Stories of Pioneering Brain Transformation. Aside for a
penchant for long titles, what Doidge and Arrowsmith-Young
have in common is the belief that computerized games are an
effective way to target brain areas for growth and thus
change a student's learning potential. As early as the late
1970s, Arrowsmith-Young created a series of computerized
brain exercises to overcome her own severe learning
disabilities. She went on to develop them into a curriculum
and a school so that others could benefit. The first
Arrowsmith School opened in Toronto around 1980. There
are now several across Canada and the United States, as well
as in Australia and New Zealand.
Although Arrowsmith's effectiveness is not without
controversy, the balance of evidence seems to lie in her favor.
(For a good recap of the opposing sides, see Wikipedia.) In
any case, parents are not deterred. They line up to pay
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tuitions of over $20,000 to send their kids to Arrowsmith's
full time schools, where half the day is devoted to bringing
up grade levels in math and reading with small class ratios
and the other half is spent playing games. The goal is for kids
to return to their mainstream grade level after a couple of
years. Unfortunately, Arrowsmith exercises are similar to
games only in that they have levels and repeat the same
sequence over and over. They were not designed to be fun to
play, just to be effective, like Drano, in clearing clogged brain
passages.
In the years since, it has been learned that neural gains
using such exercises may be achieved much more quickly.
They can also be more fun. Two products geared to schools
that try to capitalize on these facts are Fast ForWord and
BrainWare Safari.
FastForward was developed by a group of scientists
who had collaborated on studies of reading disability in
children with phonological impairments in the late 1990s.
Phonological impairment relates to the ability to segment
words into syllables or hear differences between similar
sounds, such as puh and duh, when spoken quickly as in
normal speech.
To get a sense of the kind of catch-up we're talking
about, a team led by Mahdi Mahmoudzadeha found that this
ability is already established in neurologically typical
premature babies as early as 29 weeks.
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Source: “Fast ForWord.” Scientific Learning, 1997

Their findings were written up in 2013's aptly titled,
Syllabic discrimination in premature human infants prior
to complete formation of cortical layers. Fast ForWord's
methodology is to get kids engaged in stories and games in
which the sounds of words are slowed down and acoustically
modified, giving them a chance to hear them properly. The
program then tracks student performance and speeds up the
words accordingly. The games are played with headphones
on to reduce distracting noise. The recommended length of
the program is 30 minutes a day for 12-16 weeks, or 36-48
hours. According to a video on the Scientific Learning
website, this leads to gains on the scale of one and a half
grade levels in three months.
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Perhaps because it was invented by scientists, Fast
ForWord has been the subject of many studies, some of
which have had contradictory results. A special issue of the
American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology in August
2001 contains a preface by Associate Editor Jennifer
Windsor in which she says that researchers found only
"small positive changes in some standardized test scores for
some children," and cautions that "changes in spontaneous
language are more elusive." She also comments that success
with the program depends partly on the severity of the
original speech-language pathology. She concludes that, "the
intervention does not alter the children's temporal
processing abilities in a unique way." Two years later,
however, Elise Temple and colleagues published in
Disruption of the neural response to rapid acoustic stimuli
in dyslexia: evidence from functional MRI. They reported
that 8 to 12 year-olds with reading delays who played Fast
ForWord for only 8 weeks "improved significantly in reading
ability." This improvement was accompanied by a change in
the way their brains behaved when they read. After using
Fast ForWord, the fMRI showed activity in the left
hemispheric areas of slow readers where previously there
was none. These same areas of the brain are known to be
linked to reading ability and were active in all of the average
readers in the control group. The authors did note, however,
that not all the slow readers improved, and called for more
research on these unexplained variations.
Another product billed as an intervention for
schoolchildren is BrainWare Safari. Targeting general
cognition, it has a similar recommended protocol: 30 to 60
minutes, 3 to 5 times a weeks for 12 weeks.
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Source: “Brainware Safari.” The Brainware Company, 2008

BrainWare Safari's exercises take place a playful jungle
world and incorporate the theory of automaticity: you give a
learner one thing to do, and when they get good at that, you
add something on top. The site says the exercises weren't
created as games, per se, but they take it as a compliment
when kids call them that. There are 20 exercises or
"challenges" with several levels each, addressing 41 cognitive
skills in six areas. Although aimed at kids, some of the
instructions may need an adult's help to decipher, says tutor
Coleen Bain. For level one, for instance, the instruction says
there are 5 dots to connect in 3 lines that must be drawn
correctly 7 out of 10 times, odd for a program that claims the
ability to follow instructions as an outcome.
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In her 5 Tips for Success with BrainWare Safari, Bain
warns that without supervision, kids tend to skip the
instructions, which can be complicated, and then get
frustrated doing the exercise. She also recommends
reminding the child that the number of levels completed is
not the goal; to work in practice mode until ready to tackle
an exercise; to set reasonable expectations; and to teach
memory strategies as you go. The Brainware website lists a
number of studies comparing their program to other
interventions using the Woodcock-Johnson III Cognitive
Battery and other established cognitive tests. It also has
reports from school district pilots that show grade level
increases in various subjects; indeed, they seem to be very
proud of their track record and scientific integrity.
A challenge for both the above programs, however, is
the rapidly developing expectations of its young learners.
Both were designed before the advent of the iPad, and it
shows in their graphics and response times. In terms of
story, pacing and reward schemes, both also seem to be
geared to younger learners. It will be interesting to see how
Fast ForWord progresses in acceptance now that there is an
iPad version available.
The "fun" factor was the driving force behind the
creation of the Thinking Skills Club, a one hundred percent
online entry that borrows flash games from casual gaming
sites organized into six cognitive baskets. Beating games in
all six areas is required to build a Brain Puzzle,
simultaneously tracking progress and ensuring its memberstudents develop a variety of cognitive skills.
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Source: "Thinking Skills Club." Thinking Skills Club, 2014

Unlike the previous two offerings, the Thinking Skills
Club is not as an intervention but an enrichment activity, like
Scrabble or chess. Most of the games were designed solely as
entertaining diversions, with the cognitive consequences
being unintended. This "found games" approach is based on
research showing
video games promote cognitive
development in unexpected ways.
In the late 1980s, researchers started testing the effects
of 2D video games on "mental rotation," a visualization task
associated with high achievement in geometry and
mathematics. The most commonly used test was devised by
Vandenberg and Kuse in 1978 (redrawn for clarity from
degraded originals by Diane Duncan in 1995):
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Source: "A redrawn Vandenberg and Kuse mental rotations test-different versions and
factors that affect performance." Brain and Cognition. 1995

Three things are known about mental rotation: 1) The
time it takes to rotate an object mentally is the same as if you
held the object in your hand; 2) How good you are at MR is
associated with math ability; and 3) It's easier for boys than
for girls. In 2002, Richard De Lisi and Jennifer Wolford
published an experiment using a simplified version of the
test. In Improving children's mental rotation accuracy with
computer game playing, they show that children 8-9 years
old improved in both speed and accuracy after playing the
popular arcade game Tetris for a few weeks. Not only that,
but the girls' performance caught up to that of the boys.
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How does this kind of improvement happen? Well, the
researchers note that when the kids started playing Tetris,
their mental rotation test scores did not predict how good
they would be. They took this to indicate that different
strategies were being employed. But after playing Tetris for a
while, the children's strategies changed in favor of efficiency,
and this change carried over into the post-game test results.
In their summary De Lisi and Wolford made this
provocative suggestion:
"Although spatial abilities are not an explicit part of
school curricula, they are important for some aspects of
mathematical and scientific problem solving. Students
who develop their spatial abilities are more apt to use
alternative solution strategies, thereby improving their
overall mathematical problem-solving skills."
This may be the first plea by the scientific community
for schools to consider using games to help more kids enter
their profession.
The following year, in Action video game modifies
visual selective attention, C. Shawn Green and Daphne
Bavelier reported that a range of visual processes, including
spatial attention, attention over time, visual capacity and
speed of processing were notably stronger in young adults
who played a lot of "action" video games as compared with
those who did not. The games included such popular and
violent titles as Medal of Honor, Grand Theft Auto, Crazy
Taxi, Spiderman and Super Mario Cart. Then they had
students who didn't play video games at all spend 10 hours
on Medal of Honor, an FPS war game in which you hunt and
are hunted by enemy soldiers in a burned out city. Despite
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their natural disinclination to play such games, this group
improved their performance quite significantly in all of the
target areas.

Green and Bavelier concluded that:
"By forcing players to simultaneously juggle a number
of varied tasks (detect new enemies, track existing
enemies and avoid getting hurt, among others), actionvideo-game playing pushes the limits of three rather
different aspects of visual attention. It leads to
detectable effects on new tasks and at untrained
locations after only 10 days of training. Therefore,
although video-game playing may seem to be rather
mindless, it is capable of radically altering visual
attentional processing."
"Radically." This study prompted others to test the
implications of these results:
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2007: Jing Feng, Ian Spence, and Jay Pratt published
Playing an Action Video Game Reduces Gender
Differences in Spatial Cognition, in which they tested
whether playing an action video game could help close
the gender gap not in mental rotation but in a broader
range of visual processing abilities. The result was that
young women who played Medal of Honor for 10 hours
caught up in these abilities with their male non-video
game playing cohorts. The gaming men, however, still
finished ahead.
2009: Markus Schlickum and colleagues wanted to
know if video game play could help surgeons do
surgery. Their study had rookie surgeons play the
actioner Half Life which they felt had some similarities
to the surgical procedure, endoscopy, in which a tiny
camera on the end of a long flexible tube is used to look
inside the body. After five weeks, then had them
perform an endoscopy in a VR simulator. The result,
Systematic video game training in surgical novices
improves performance in virtual reality endoscopic
surgical simulators: a prospective randomized study,
showed significant improvement compared to other
surgeons who had played the strategy game,
Chessmaster, or still others who had played no game at
all. The authors suggested this might have implications
not only for surgical training but to predict aptitude in
medical students.
2011: Roger Li and colleagues wondered how video
games would fare as a therapy for adults with lazy eye
syndrome (amblyopia). The consensus for years has
been that unless caught in childhood, where an
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eyepatch alone was an effective treatment, amblyopia
could not be cured. They found, as the title of their
paper says, that "Video-game play induces plasticity in
the visual system of adults with amblyopia." Not only
did playing action video games in combination with an
eyepatch help the teens and adults in their study
recover normal vision, it did so five times faster than
the time it takes an eyepatch to normally work with
children. But the bigger surprise was that it worked to a
great extent with non-action games as well. This is
useful to know because violent action games are not to
everyone's taste, as well as being inappropriate for
young children.
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Source: "The Unsinkable Charlie Brown, Slide!" Holt Reinhartz, 1965

2013: An Italian team led by Sandro Franceschini
wanted to determine if dyslexia, a reading disorder,
could be helped by video games. Since his participants
were children, he wanted to find a milder alternative to
the games used in previous studies, one which still had
the appropriate action elements. They landed on
Rayman Raving Rabbids, a Wii game in which strange
looking rabbits engage in shootouts with slingshots,
dance in a discotheque, and play a number of other
quieter games, such as copying patterns quickly. There
are around 70 mini-games in all. One group of dyslexic
schoolkids played the action-oriented games while
another group played the quiet ones. The action game
players improved their reading skills, the authors found,
as much as or more than they would have with
traditional, more demanding reading therapies. But
unlike the amblyopic group, the non-action game
players did not see any improvement. Once again, the
title of the paper, Action video games make dyslexic
children read better, pulls no punches.
Like Franceschini, the Thinking Skills Club, which
serves Grades 3-6, also searched for nonviolent games to
support these far-reaching visual attention skills. Currently
there are two, Bobulous and Spin Blaster, that support visual
spatial attention. In Bobulous, you control a little green ball
that eats other colored balls for points but must avoid being
eaten by others. Thought not a 3D first person shooter, it has
the same requirement for 360 degree awareness and the
need to hit targets quickly.
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Samples of other skill-game pairings used on the site
are:
1) Empathy (using Snail Bob and Rockface Rescue for
their similarities to the games used in the pro-social
study discussed in Chapter 1)
2) Visuo-Auditory Processing (using Up Beat!, similar
to a game developed for a Harvard study on reducing
reading delays)
3) Executive Functions (using games that require
inhibition of impulses, such as Gravity Guy, or reflective
planning ability, such as Bad Ice Cream).
The rationale for each game is available on the website
for the convenience of educators and parents.
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Source: "Bobulous." Miniclip, 2014

The evidence for casual games improving brain
functions seems to be strong, but does this mean these
games physically change the brain in any way? A study
released in 2014 confirms that they do. Using that perennial
favorite, Super Mario, Simone Kuhn and her team in
Germany not only found specific areas of brain growth but
correlated them to increases in skill. Seventeen women and
six men in their early 20's played Super Mario 64 on a
handheld Nindendo DS for 30 minutes a day over a two
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month period. The game is all about collecting stars while
rescuing a princess, and the player can move about the 3D
world at will.
The DS has two screens: on the top screen is a first
person view of the landscape with a Mario avatar walking
through it, and on the bottom is a bird's eye view of his
location and those of the stars. It's worth noting that most of
the action games mentioned above also contain both these
views, though differently presented. The first person view is
more familiar to us, and the researchers found that players
usually paid more attention to this at the beginning. As play
continued, though, they learned to rely more on the bird's
eye view, which has more relevant information. The latter
strategy is performed by a brain area called the
hippocampus, specifically the hippocampus in the right
hemisphere of the brain (the left has more to do with
memory). This area had grown in size as compared to the
control group. In fact, the control group experienced a
measurable age-related decline in volume in the
hippocampus during the same two month period.
They also found growth (as opposed to decline) in the
right prefrontal cortex, an area that "supports an assortment
of cognitive functions including working memory, behavioral
ﬂexibility, attention and future planning," according to their
report, Playing Super Mario induces structural brain
plasticity: gray matter changes resulting from training
with a commercial video game. Yet a third area of growth
was the cerebellum, which is specialized for motor control
and coordination. The researchers thought that this growth
simply reflected increases in speed and precision gained by
participants while manipulating the controls on the DS
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handset. Kuhn and the gang conclude with the suggestion
that the increase in hippocampal volume resulting from
game play could benefit a range of medical conditions,
including PTSD, dementia and schizophrenia.
If medical professionals are taking game based learning
so seriously, it makes sense that educators should, too. The
question arises, though: if all these games are so good for
kids, why not just let them play whatever they want?"
Though it seems as if there are a lot of examples cited above,
they are but a drop in the bucket of the online and video
gaming worlds. Examples of nonproductive, timewasting,
sexist, racist, blood loving and tasteless games would not be
not hard to find.
Randy Kulman is a child psychiatrist who uses games
as part of his practice. Games and toys have been tools of
child psychiatry since its inception, utilized as a way of
understanding a child's thoughts and desires, their social
interactions and emotional states. In some ways,
computerized games are just another iteration. Kulman
believes that while video games can be used for good, there is
value added in curated sites like the Thinking Skills Club in
which specific skills are targeted. He also runs a website,
Learning Works For Kids, that offers advice on which casual
games would benefit individual children based on a cognitive
assessment. An issue he faces regularly is that, when told
computer games can be good for their ADHD-diagnosed
kids, many parents roll their eyes. "When my son has a video
game in his hand he focuses like crazy, but it doesn't transfer
to other tasks," is a common complaint.
"The big question," Kulman says, "is how effectively
games based learning transfers to real world skills." To
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achieve this, he recommends that game time should be
monitored and the games are well chosen. You may ask why,
for instance, if games are good for ADHD and executive
functions and kids play lots of games, we don't see a
spontaneous decline in the number of ADHD kids and
increase in school success across the board? The reason is,
it's scattered, says Kulman. Kids play one game they like,
then go on to another. Asking kids to get smarter by selfselecting video games is like opening the medicine cabinet
when they're sick and saying, "Take whatever you think will
make you better."
This lesson is reinforced by a 2014 study by Adam Oei
and Michael Patterson, Playing a puzzle video game with
changing requirements improves executive functions, which
compared the effects of four popular smartphone games on
executive function tasks. An interesting aspect of this study
is that the 'control' games weren't junk; all might have
benefits in different areas, depending on the type of test.
Mortal Kombat, for instance, would be expected to
improve visual spatial attention based on studies of similar
games. Fruit Ninja, in which you chop up fruit in mid air by
swiping with your fingertip, should be good for selective
visual attention if you set a high target score, though many
kids just flub their way through it. Starfront: Collision is a
sophisticated 3D update of a Tower Defense strategy game
where you must assemble weapons sufficient to defend a
post or defeat an enemy, a task that involves planning
functions but at a determined pace.
But those things were not tested for. Rather, they tested
for the ability to switch quickly from one task to another,
change tactics in response to novel circumstances and ignore
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distractions to accomplish a goal. For these, only the fourth
game, Cut The Rope, passed with flying colors.

Source: “Cut the Rope.” Zeptolab, 2010-2013

"This indicates that while some games may help to
improve mental abilities, not all games give you the same
effect." according to research partner Oei. "To improve the
specific ability you are looking for, you need to play the right
game."
Kulman compares the choice of games to going to the
gym: if you need to tone up your leg muscles, you want to do
the step climber, not the free weights. He also cautions that
games by themselves are often not enough to make transfer
happen: a mediator, like a personal trainer, is advised. One
way to achieve this, Kulman suggests, is to play together with
your kids. He offers parents the following tips in his 2014
book, Playing Smarter in a Digital World: A Guide to
Choosing and Using Popular Video Games and Apps to
Improve Executive Functioning in Children and Teens. He
calls the steps Detect, Reflect and Connect:
1) Talk before, during and after game play.
2) Choose gameplay goals with your child
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3) Have fun playing the game with your child
4) Relfect on gameplay, emphasizing the use of
targeting thinking or academic skills.
5) Direct your discussion to how these same skills are
useful in daily activities.
This theme of mediation finds echoes in the method
Carol Dweck's Brainology, a classroom workshop which
aims to change children's educational potential simply by
changing their attitudes. The mediation, in this case, is
teaching grade school kids that the brain is a malleable,
growing thing instead of just a curse they were born with, a
simple change which can lead to surprising changes in school
achievement. The idea that intelligence isn't fixed was first
pioneered by the late Reuven Feurstein, an Israeli
psychologist who pretty much invented cognitive gaming
therapy by using pencil and paper puzzles with Down
Syndrome children and others in the 1970s. As early as the
1950s, he deviated from the mainstream psychological line
that intelligence was fixed, reflected by the invention and
quick adoption of IQ tests.
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Instead, he advanced the view that a human mediator
could cause structural changes in cognition by helping
children to integrate new information. He called his method
the "mediated learning experience."
Mediation is described on the Feurstein Institute
website as "a way of passing on information to learners in a
manner that ensures its relevance to the recipients, that it is
understood by them, and that it can be applied by them to a
wider range of contexts. "Kulman says that mediation can
help especially in the far transfer, or generalization of skills
learned, to other areas in a child's life. A child playing
Minecraft may learn to plan his time in order to build a
complex structure, for instance, but never apply the lesson to
getting his homework done unless a mediator intervenes.
Andrea, an 11th Grade student at Nordahl Greig Upper
Secondary School, writing on their website, concurs:
"At school we have been playing Civilization 4 as a part
of our studies, and we were told to do tasks around and
about the game. This forces us to see deeper into the
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game and all the time be conscious on what we are
doing and why we are doing it. If I was to play
Civilization 4 at home just for fun I would not have had
the same understanding of the game, I would just go
through without really noticing many of the details."
Education blogger Annie Murphy Paul, in a fascinating
2014 article for The Hechinger Report, Is the body the next
breakthrough in education tech?, references John Black and
Jessica Hammer's 2009 study, Games and (Preparation for
Future) Learning, in which they found that playing
Civilization was more predictive of getting a good mark in a
subsequent history lesson than playing The Sims (a family
focused spinoff of SimCity, described in Chapter 3)
regardless of the fact that neither game contained any lesson
content. Simply by stimulating semantic networks associated
with historical topics, Civilization prepared them to learn
about it.
At the other end of the spectrum, some child therapists
oppose playing computer games at all due to a belief that
they increase distractibility and ADHD type symptoms.
Problematic behaviors include not stopping when asked,
oppositional behavior, tantrums and being unresponsive or
inattentive. To examine this question, Douglas Gentile and
colleagues conducted a longitudinal study, Video Game
Playing, Attention Problems, and Impulsiveness: Evidence
of Bidirectional Causality. Published in 2012, it followed
over 3,000 Grade school students in Singapore for three
years. Hours playing video games were self-reported as well
as the type of play (violent vs. non-violent). Age, race, sex,
and socioeconomic status were among the many variables
taken into account. Each year, the students filled out
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questionnaires related to the presence of "ADHD symptoms"
and their grades were sampled. The study confirmed two
things: a) kids who started out with attention problems were
attracted to video games, which then aggravated those
issues, and b) kids who started out with no attention
problems reported increased "ADHD symptoms" the more
they played.
However, the authors say, "The effects observed in the
present study are admittedly small in a statistical sense."
This seems like an astounding caveat for such a large and
robust study. It's also far from clear whether other
recreational activities might have had similar effects. The
same complaints might reasonably be made about television
viewing, books, sports, music or whatever else a child is into.
One doesn't need a study, for instance, to conclude that
active children, whose energy is often confused with "ADHD
symptoms," are attracted to sports and that those
"symptoms" become more aggravated the more often they
play.
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A 2010 study by Aysegul Yolga Tahiroglu and his
colleagues in Turkey got even more specific. Short-term
effects of playing computer games on attention investigated
whether children already diagnosed with ADHD were more
at risk for negative attentional impacts from playing
computer games than were ordinary kids. To do this, the
researchers asked over 100 children aged 8-12, some with
ADHD and some without, to play a racing game for an hour
on the computer. Participants completed a test of
attentiveness before and after. The researchers were in for a
surprise: post-scores for attentiveness were significantly
better than normal for students diagnosed with ADHDCombined Type, although they were worse for those with
ADHD-Inattentive type. The negative effects were also
limited to boys; the scores of girls with either type of ADHD
stayed about the same. They then looked at how much all the
participants played video games on a daily basis, to see if
there was any correlation with how they performed on the
test:Those who used a computer for an average of 0.67 hours
a day fared better on the attentiveness score while those
using it 1.6 hours a day fared worse. However, those who
averaged 1.3 hours a day saw no difference.
If you find these results confusing, you will be
heartened by the researchers' own comments:
"The results of the present study support the hypothesis
that computer game playing has an effect on cognitive
function. However, based on these findings, it is not
clear what this effect really is. For example, participants
who used the computer for playing games as a daily
habit did not exhibit improved test scores, but playing
the computer game in the study improved the attention
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of those participants who had never played computer
games before."
One thing to consider when evaluating research is the
size of the study population, and this study, with just over
100 kids overall, of whom 82 had ADHD, is small. Even so,
the only conclusion you can reliably make from all this is the
very limited one that computer games of the racing type are
not really a problem unless your kid is a boy with ADHDInattentive type. And then only slightly.
The authors do point out one troubling differential:
while post-test scores took a dive for 11.1% of those who used
the computer only for purposes other than games, the same
occurred for 34.4% of those who regularly used it for gaming.
Though an advocate of the positive impacts of games,
Kulman makes a point of addressing this issue of "how much
is too much." He advocates the following strategies for his
ADHD patients, but they could just as well apply to all kids:
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Source: "Playing Smarter in the Digital World." Slide Share, 2013

To sum up, kids these days play games at a massive
rate. Based on the available and ongoing research, it's
reasonable to believe that they are gaining cognitive skills
from these games just by playing them, and that these skills
can only help them succeed in an increasingly competitive
world.
You could just let your kids choose the games they like
and chances are they will gain some benefit, but it will be
random and unfocused and may not transfer to other tasks.
Most often, kids choose games because they are good at
them. Stuck in a fixed mindset, they play to their strengths
and avoid games that might challenge their self-esteem but
which could improve their minds in areas in which they are
weak. If you want your child to improve on certain specific
skills or behaviors, it's worthwhile doing some digging or
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getting advice to see which games might help. And although
cognition is changed by gameplay itself, mediation is helpful
and sometimes crucial to assist in far transfer and
integration of skills into other contexts.
In the final chapter, we'll speculate about where brains
and games are taking each other in the not so distant future.
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6. BRAIMING IN THE FUTURE: BRAVE
NEW WORLD OR "OPIUM FOR THE
MASSES"?

T

he other day while driving, as my 13 year old son

was sat in the back seat watching an episode of some TV
series he had downloaded onto his smartphone, and I said
something I had never imagined saying in my life:
"No watching TV in the car!"
If you see nothing odd about that sentence, you're
much younger than I am.
A century ago, in the 1910's and 20's, a revolution of
technology was changing daily life at a harrowing pace.
Electric light, cars, subways, movies, the telephone, all were
new and shiny. Before electric light, most people spent their
evenings at home, and then went to sleep. There was an hour
late at night when everyone woke up and had a snack or
talked, sort of an anti-nap before their "second sleep," since
no one was expected to sleep the whole night through. The
change in the way things were was inestimable.
Today, another revolution is underway. Never mind the
sudden rise of cell phones in the early 2000's, the
introduction of Apple's iPhone in 2004 or Microsoft's Kinect
in 2010. Today, babies are learning to swipe as soon as they
can point, cars drive themselves and quadriplegics can turn
on the toaster using brainwaves alone.
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Samsung has already introduced the Dick Tracy watch,
for goodness sake.
The future, previously pegged to arrive by 1984 by
George Orwell and 2001 by Stanley Kubrick, has finally
shown up, fashionably late. And the change in the way things
are will be profound.

Copyright: King Features Syndicate. Reproduced with permission – Torstar Syndication
Services

Let's start with neurogaming.
Remember the NASA flight simulator in Chapter 4? As
mentioned, it led some ADHD therapists to think this might
be a good way to teach hyperactive kids to learn how to calm
down at will. Several therapeutic games followed: one
company, Play Attention, started by 4th grade teacher Peter
Freer in 1994, retrofitted a children's bicycle helmet with
three sensors to read their brain wave patterns, which were
then used to control animations on a screen.
Today, Play Attention uses an arm band to read brain
waves rather than a headset. The technology was also
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developed by Freer, who started a new company, Body
Wave, to market the devices, which now include a
wristwatch style sensor as well. Though Freer promoted his
bicycle helmet for over a decade, he now calls all headsets
"silly," and is opening up to new markets with innovations
such as a "spa therapy" app that helps you relax. "Thought
technology or brain monitoring technology will eventually
end up in our phones, automobiles, TVs, and even clothing,"
says Freer in an interview with The Innovation Movement ,
an initiative by the Consumer Electronics Association that
encourages technical innovation. "Imagine a car that would
tell you when you are becoming drowsy?"
The premier brand at the moment for gamers is
NeuroSky, whose MindWave headset has one sensor but
reads four different kinds of brainwaves (alpha, beta, theta
and gamma–scientists still love the Greek alphabet). It also
has two outputs, showing whether you are "calm" or
"focused."

Source: “Neurosky Mindwave Headset.” John Craig Freeman, 2012
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California based game designer Lat Ware is using it to
create a multiplayer online game with the descriptive and
potentially viral title, Throw Trucks With Your Mind. As an
indication of interest in this sort of thing, his successful
Kickstarter campaign to help develop it raised over $47,000.
The problem with previous so-called games using
brainwaves is that you don't really control the action: things
happen or don't happen based on your brain state, that's it. If
you've been sold on the idea that you will control characters
on a screen with this, it's very disappointing an not really
sufficient to hold interest without a therapist's supervision
and encouragement. The toy company Mattel found this out
with its first iteration of its game Mindflex. Using its own
simple headset, Mindflex enables a child to make a gumball
sized Nerf ball rise in the air and go through various hoops
on an obstacle course, using only their mind and some
strategic knob turning. It's the kind of toy kids want to play
right away when you open the box but then sits on the shelf
thereafter. They then came out with Mindflex Duel, which
pits child against child trying to move the ball to the other
person's side in a game called Power Push, a much more
satisfying experience.
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Source: “Mindflex Duel.” Mattel, 2011

Trucks goes one further by integrating all the usual
physical FPS controls of a console game with neurofeedback
via blue (calm) and red (focus) meters in the middle of the
screen to give you Jedi-like powers, but only if you can
control your mind (Yoda would approve). Lots of Red
increases your ability to Push, Stop, Super Jump, or become
Invisible, while a high Blue count lets you better Pull, Lift,
Slow Fall, or enact a Forcefield. The headset therefore only
controls some aspects of the action while giving direct
control of everything else. This changes the mental challenge
from only trying to control your brain state to trying to
control it while doing other things. "People usually have
figured out the basics of controlling their brains within 5
minutes," says Ware. "I usually get people trained up by just
dropping them in multiplayer and telling them to crush other
people. Competition is a very powerful motivator."
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Though not intended to engender anything other than
thrills, because the mix of activity in Trucks aligns well with
how people face tasks in everyday life it may actually have
strong far transfer effects in terms of improving
concentration. Ware is well aware of this, having made use of
neurofeedback in his own battle with ADHD. He says the
game is currently being tested in two separate studies, and
results look promising.

Source: "Throw Trucks Playtest 6-20-2014." Twitch, 2014

Olof Schybergson is the CEO of Fjord, a software
development firm–excuse me, a "service design
consultancy"–that claims on its website, "We don’t just
create breakthrough digital services for our clients; we
redesign people’s relationships with the world around them."
In an opinion piece in the June 2014 Wired, Schybergson
coins the term "Generation Moth" to describe the new digital
citizens of the world who are attracted to the glow of smart
screens like moths to the light. He cites the recent
acquisition of Oculus VR, creators of the Oculus Rift, a
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virtual reality headset that sounds like a Transformers
character, by Facebook as a harbinger of a quantum leap in
interactive expectations:
"Generation Moth may be able to share a warm
embrace; the view, sounds, breeze, and smells of the
beach; even a memory or thought. These rich, shared
experiences, can all be had without ever having met
someone in-person. Through wearable devices on our
bodies, connected to our brains, and in our clothing, as
well as immersive and connected environments,
Generation Moth could have thriving relationships with
people where other generations would never have had a
chance to connect."
(Oculus, by the way, had previously itself acquired
RakNet, a gaming systems provider, and Carbon Design,
makers of the Xbox 360 controller, as big fish eats little fish
eats littler fish).

What would a 2D platform social network behemoth
like Facebook want to do with VR gaming systems?
First of all, the Rift is not your Daddy's VR. As Peter
Rubin writes in the May 2014 Wired magazine's The Inside
Story of Oculus Rift and How Virtual Reality Became
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Reality, thanks to its collaboration with Valve (those Portal
2 guys get around), Oculus has created a product that "does
more than just hang a big screen in front of your face."
Instead, it fools the brain by removing all points of reference.
"By combining stereoscopic 3-D, 360-degree visuals,
and a wide field of view—along with a supersize dose of
engineering and software magic—it hacks your visual
cortex. As far as your brain is concerned, there’s no
difference between experiencing something on the Rift
and experiencing it in the real world."
The reasons for this are many and technical. Among
them are motion sensors in a room that can place you inside
the imagery in your head(set); a gyroscope to track head
movement; and a 1000 readings-per-second sensor rate,
letting it "predict motion and pre-render images."
In other words, it anticipates your next move and
prepares the graphics in advance. To do this, it piggybacks
on the brain's own predictive algorithms. As Renato Grasso
and the team behind The predictive brain: anticipatory
control of head direction for the steering of locomotion
learned back in 1996, a person walking in a circle in the dark
moves their head a split second (actually, around 200
milliseconds) before their body follows. The 1000 readingsper-second gyroscope catches this and sends a message to
update the imaging routines accordingly. This makes the
experience so similar to how the mind itself operates it's kind
of freaky.
The pièce de résistance, though, as seen in Jeremy
Snead's documentary, Video Games: The Movie (previously
discussed in Chapter 3) is a concave platform the user can
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walk or run on. Anchored by a belt around their waist, they
can turning completely around, their hands free to hold a
weapon (or not).
So, what if you have a Facebook friend in another city
and they want to give you a tour of the sights? Just slap on a
headset, step onto the platform and go for a virtual walk
about town. What if you want to play hockey with them, or
with a bunch of remote friends–real hockey, real sticks–or
walk around the Minecraft universe, or play a 3D immersive
multiplayer game like Throw Trucks With Your Mind, or an
educational one like Mathbreakers? Though these things
aren't happening yet, the possibilities for Generation Moth
seem limitless. Randy Pitchford, co-founder of Gearbox and
interviewed by Snead in the movie, makes the point that his
son's generation is growing up smarter and more nimbleminded largely because "while his mind was developing he
had access to interactive media that was much more
advanced than the interactive media that I had." And they
are starting at much younger ages.

So what will the brains of these digital natives look like
when they're graduating high school?
Viewing it just from the perspective of lifestyle impacts,
Schybergson makes some likely predictions: multitasking
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will be more normal than it is now, and jobs will evolve to
accommodate it as a new way of working. For instance, one
Toronto company recently moved its infrastructure to a local
bar during the World Cup, so that employees could watch the
game while working rather than making excuses to stay
away. This move not only preserved productivity, but
boosted it due to their employees' improved mood and
energy migrating back into their work. (So much for telling
the kids not to do homework in front of the TV!)
Creative problem solving will also be much more
prevalent, says Schybergson, as employees "will be fluent in
experimenting their way through situations." He expects
attention spans and patience to be even shorter than they are
today, requiring more stimulating environments to keep
people interested. Times Square today, for instance, is
already ten times more stimulating than could even have
been tolerated 10 years ago, as every building is covered with
giant video commercials vying for your attention. Ten years
from now, other places may be more like this, and who
knows what Times Square will be like?
Other likely outcomes will be more women in STEM
industries (at least if the sexist macho mindset responsible
for naming computer parts "male" and "female" can be
tamed) and better urban planning, as graduates of SimCity
apply their advanced understanding of systems dynamics to
the real world. In fact, a national student contest to build the
best hypothetical city has already been held by Future City,
won in 2013 by Rebecca Oleskie, 14, Paul Rosa, 13 and Justin
Judd, 13 of St. John Luteran School in Michigan (with help
from teacher Jon Pfund and volunteer mentor Linda
Gerhardt). And a face to face tournament for professional
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urban planners was organized by Co.Exist and Greg Lindsay,
co-author of future cities book, Aerotropolis, in February
2013 in New York City, pitting architects and designers from
MIT's Department of Urban Study and Planning, the
University of Columbia's Graduate School of Architecture
and firms Kohn Pederson Fox, OpenPlans, Studio Gang, and
Fast Company against each other in a highbrow battle of the
mice.
The team from OpenPlans even crowdsourced their
design, asking people to vote on Twitter, for instance, on
whether or not they should build a coal mine.

Source: "Using the new SimCity, 6 Urban Planners battle for Bragging Rights." Co.Exist,
2013

Another aspect of the future of braiming will be the rise
of total immersion and gesture based interfaces, tools that
create experiences that engage the whole body, rather than
just the mind. In her previously referenced article, Is the
body the next breakthrough in education tech?, Annie
Murphy Paul cites several experiments dating from 2006
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which demonstrate that the physical manipulation of objects
assists in understanding new concepts. And a follow up
experiment within 2011's Improving early reading
comprehension using embodied CAI, by Arthur Glenberg,
Andrew Goldberg and Xiaojin Zhu, shows that manipulating
objects on a computer screen can be just as effective.
Now imagine manipulating a DNA molecule in VR, or
taking a walk around a virtual brain or a steam engine and
interacting with it, and you'll have an idea of where all this
can lead. "The richer the perceptual experience provided,"
Murphy Paul writes, "the greater the students’
understanding." She then goes on to explain that, "physical
movements made in the course of learning complement the
brain’s way of handling information." With respect, I would
modify this to say that, from the brain's standpoint, physical
movements are information. It's a subtle difference but one
that should be kept front-of-mind if it is to influence game
design in the right direction.
Take hand gestures. The obvious interpretation of why
people talk with their hands is to improve comprehension on
the part of the listener. It's seen as a complement to speech,
but not a part of speech or necessary to the meaning.
Backing this up are studies that show that people are
abysmal at interpreting speech-related gestures without the
audio. Looking at it another way, though, when you prevent
people from using their hands while speaking they have
greater difficulty expressing their thoughts. In 1996's
Nonverbal behavior and nonverbal communication: What
do conversational hand gestures tell us?, authors Robert
Krauss, Yihsiu Chen and Purnima Chawla review many
studies in which hand-talkers were prevented from using
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them, and concluded that "preventing speakers from
gesturing makes lexical access more difficult." The gestures
are not really for the sake of the listener, then, they are an
integral part of the speaker's thought process. Movement is
not only a complement to self-expression, it is part of how
we think. The potential that exists for leveraging this
knowledge using whole body interfaces such as gestural
controls and VR are immense, but only if we understand
what we are doing.

Another illustration of the difference may be had by
examining two kinds of games developed by Mina JohnsonGlenberg's Embodied Games For Learning Lab at Arizona
State University. In the Lab's Alien Health Game, two kids
stand and use gestures via a Microsoft Kinect box, rather
than a mouse, to operate an educational game that teaches
about nutrition and exercise. Johnson-Glenberg says
manipulating the controls in this way has been proven to
improve retention. Its innovations, however, are really in the
context (two kids manipulate the program together while the
class discusses and shouts out instructions) and the fact that
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the operators are instructed to do actual exercises, such as
jumping jacks, as part of the game. Other than that, the
gestures don't reflect the content in any cognitively
meaningful way.
Compare this to the games the Lab has developed to
teach physics. In Tour de Force, kids move their arms in big
circles to race their bicycles on screen, their gestures
matching the action of the wheels. One can imagine games in
which kids have superhero like abilities, pushing, pulling and
manipulating things in air that are directly replicated in the
virtual universe. In fact, he Lab is currently studying the use
of physical gestures to create things such as electric fields
with a grant from the National Science Foundation. These
latter games are closer of tapping the potential of the body
for learning, but we still have a good way to go in this
fascinating field.

Source: Tour DeForce Game. Youtube, 2013
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Another direction for braiming in the future has to do
with a genre of games that some might call interactive
fiction. In Gone Home (mentioned in Justin Eames' list in
Chapter 4), a girl comes home from travelling abroad to find
an empty house. By entering and exploring the house, a story
gradually unfolds that explains where everyone has gone. But
more than that, clues like music tapes, letters and other
artifacts which clearly evoke the cultural landscape of 1995,
the year the story is set, reveal each family member as a
complex character with deep psychological motivations and
relationships. Religious convictions, sexual preferences,
marital problems, even domestic abuse all factor into the
plot if you go deep enough.
Paul Darvasi, a teacher in Toronto, Canada, uses this
game in his high school English class as a literary text.
Darvasi, an avid gamer himself, was glad to find a storygame that was engrossing without being full of gratuitous sex
and violence, didn't have a multiplayer format and could be
finished in a few hours. Other things he liked were that the
story was solidly based in reality, without fantastic elements.
There were elements of "creepiness,"–such as a TV that is
left on and makes it sound like someone else is in the house
until it's found–but it never crosses that line. Creating a
curriculum for an interactive text, however, required some
creative thinking.
For instance, the essence of the game is in wandering
freely around the house. But how do you let students wander
freely and still follow a lesson plan? Second, how does one
apply traditional literary criticism techniques to a story that
can unfold in any direction? (Well, not any direction; some
doors are locked until you reach a certain point in the game.)
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How do you manage learning when everyone is at a different
point in the game? And what about spoilers–students telling
others the ending, or a cheat, thus demotivating them?
Finally, how do you structure assignments so that learning
happens, not just storytelling? Fortunately, says Darvasi,
"there's sort of an unwritten rule with this generation that
spoiling is the ultimate evil." Some kids may murmur
shortcuts among themselves, but no one was going to be
caught dead giving everything away.
Darvasi decided a certain amount of considered
limitation wouldn't rob students of the game experience. For
the first lesson, for instance, he restricts them to the foyer of
the house and asks them to collect information in a log,
knowing full well that there is enough information in the
foyer to get to know the characters and set up the story. To
give it structure, he provided a list of six topic areas,
including Characters, Music, and Video Game References,
which each student could choose for their presentation. In an
interesting twist, Darvasi didn't tell the students in advance
that they would be presenting in groups, to prevent anyone
from slacking off. In any case, each of them had to write and
publish a review of the game on an established gaming
website–the digital equivalent of a book report–adding
journalism to the skills captured by the experience.
"The presentations were phenomenal. Visually
stunning," reports Darvasi. He found the work well divided,
graphics used instead of bullet points, and the insights
surprising. "This generation is more demanding in terms of
their visual literacy," he says.
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Source: "Gone Home Review - Living Room." Polygon, 2013

For next year, he's looking at The Stanley Parable, a
mod (gamerspeak for 'modification') of yet another game,
Half Life 2, also by Valve. The Half Life series is essentially a
FPS featuring a futuristic dystopian society with shades of
1984, War of the Worlds and other literary and filmic
precedents such as Kafka's The Castle, The Parallax View
and Blade Runner. The odd thing about it, though, is that for
an FPS it's heavy on story and for long periods you do not
have a weapon.
Stanley has also caught the eye of other educators,
among them Javy Gwaltney, who wrote a blog about using it
with his freshman Rhetoric class at the University of Georgia
in 2012. In the story, Stanley wakes up inside an old
dilapidated building and is told where to go and what to do
by an invisible Narrator. His job is to punch buttons
(analogous to what the player is doing) and he has to leave
his desk to solve a problem. The odd thing about the
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Narrator's instructions is that they seem preordained: he
says "Stanley does this" or "Stanley does that," and then you
do it. But you, as Stanley, have a free will; you don't have to
do as you are told. But whether you obey or not, you still
don't have control over the action, or know exactly what
combination of acts will help you find your way outside.
Gwaltney says this oddity of gameplay, a) that you can
disobey and b) that the Narrator gets snarky when you do,
really freaked out–and intrigued–his students. He used it as
a springboard for discussing different types of rhetorical
arguments, though it could as easily be fodder for a
Philosophy course.

What we are seeing is a pushing of the envelope of what
games are, and therefore how they can be used. But of all the
envelope pushers I have encountered, none seem so intent
on breaking it open completely as Edmonton, Canada
elementary school teacher, 2010 Excellence in Teaching
Award winner and edtech ambassador, Jen Deyenberg. Her
blog at TrailsOptional.com has many examples of how she
has used games and technology in her classes. Here, I'll focus
on three that show trends not yet covered.
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One is using games to structure a lesson that goes
beyond the game itself. Deyenberg uses sound instructional
design theory to structure her lesson plans, starting always
with a crystal clear learning objective. The difference is, she's
wide open to finding different ways to accomplish it, putting
a high value on student engagement. These principles led her
to fashion a lesson for her Grade 5 class around decimals
that included the whole class competing in the Snowboard
Cross race in the Mario and Sonic at the Winter Olympics
Nintendo Wii game. Why? Because the race times are
recorded to three decimal points, which led to what she calls
"a great discussion of numbers" as they sat around
comparing scores using a whiteboard and whatever else to
organize the information.

Source: Ordering and Comparing Decimals with Mario and Sonic." Trails Optional, 2012

Then she took it further, asking what the sum of two
people's times was, or exactly how much the winner won by.
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"These two times–108.554 and 108.445–led to some of
the best discussion. There was great debate whether the
times were more or less than a second apart. Once we
determined they were within one second of each other–
then it was by how much of a second. It was also good
fun to watch the students try to figure out how to
determine the difference, and which number had to go
on the top once they worked out the had to subtract. It
led to even more discussion when we talked about how
long thousandths of a second really are and how that
can be the difference between a gold medal or finishing
fourth!"
The second is an offshoot of mobile technology, using a
scavenger hunt type game to move a lesson outside the
classroom. Geocaching consists of hiding containers
outdoors and using GPS to find them. It was developed as a
fun way to encourage people to get to know their local
communities and visit places they may never have been
before. Along the way, they hone map reading skills and
learn to handle the technology. Deyenberg's favorite lesson
is using it to discover dinosaur bones. The kids bring the
bones back to the class to build models (after previously
having read a book on the subject). Then she goes on Skype
with them to discuss dinosaurs with a class in another school
that is also studying them.
This combining of activities–reading, geocaching,
building with wood and clay and discussing with strangers
over the internet–not only makes the lesson more
interesting, it also makes the content more memorable.
A more unexpected use of geocaching is her lesson on
World War II. Here, the objective was "to organize the events
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to see not only the progression of the war, but just how long
it actually was." To start with, the kids made their own
caches, like little time capsules, themed around 36 different
World War II events.

Source: "Timeline Geocaches - WW2." Trails Optional, 2012

They hid their own caches, then had to go out and find
six made by other kids. These were collected and eventually
put into chronological order by pegging them onto a clothes
line for quick rearrangement. "The collaboration and
conversation was amazing," Deyenberg reports. The third
way Deyenberg uses games in education is–wait for it–
educational games. The Nintendo Wii game Endless Ocean,
for instance, was used to tie together a unit on the North and
South Poles. Again, she used the method of combining
inputs. Along with the game itself, which lets you swim the
oceans in scuba gear to discover marine life, she included
print books, Youtube videos, online chatrooms, TV
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documentaries, mural making, going out to the yard with
measuring sticks to see how big whales actually are, and,
finally, interactive storybooks.
It's a fact that people, young and old, love to play. It's
often pointed out that play is part of our developmental M.O.
As Jean Piaget once said, "Play is the work of childhood."
This, by itself, does not separate us from our animal cousins,
as anyone watching a couple of puppies roughhousing can
attest. Competition for social rank is a common trait among
many species, and challenges to lead the herd are part of, as
Disney's The Lion King aptly puts it, "the Circle of Life."
However, though cheetahs are really fast, they never
race to find out who is the fastest. You never see monkeys in
the zoo holding tree swinging contests. Lions fight for
supremacy in the pride, but other than that, they don't keep
score or have rankings. Who's the strongest featherweight
lion? Nobody knows. Penguins love to slide on the ice for
fun, but who is the luge king? These concepts, so foreign to
the animal kingdom, are natural to humans. We developed
them to entertain our uniquely growing and social brain as
we developed in increasingly complex social groups.
The fact is, play is an indispensable part of our
evolutionary history, a vital element in our cognitive
development as a species. In 2006's Cognitive architectures,
game playing, and human evolution, Robert West, Christian
Lebiere and Dan Bothell argue that while other animals
developed niche strategies to defend themselves and
compete with others, humans developed a more flexible,
maximizing strategy that enabled them to adapt to a variety
of threat situations, and play was a big part of its
development.
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"Humans do not have a separate, dedicated system for
game playing; we use the same cognitive system for a
vast array of divergent tasks. Thus, the human cognitive
system represents a highly efficient, multipurpose
mechanism that has evolved to be as effective as
possible across a wide variety of behaviors."
Maximizing strategies require insight thinking and a
constant reevaluation of your opponent, rather than set
rules. This evolutionary development is also reflected in
rationality studies, such as those reviewed in Robert
Sternberg's 2008 book, Why Smart People Can Be So
Stupid. In experiment after experiment, most people
perform extremely poorly at logic puzzles because they
naturally prefer intellectual shortcuts loaded with bias, aka
"heuristics", to logic. And yet, we are the only animal that
can shoot a gun or even aim at a distant target. Those powers
of long range coordination and timing have served us well; so
has the ability to organize in groups and communicate to kill
a large animal, similar to (and possibly copied from) wolves.
But wolves never developed a wide vocabulary of gestures,
the key to the eventual development of speech and, later,
writing.
As Qin Zu and Geoffery Bingham relate in their 2011,
Human readiness to throw:
"Long-distance throwing is uniquely human and
enabled Homo sapiens to survive and even thrive
during the ice ages. The precise motoric timing required
relates throwing and speech abilities as dependent on
the same uniquely human brain structures."
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The intersection of play with talking and writing
became scaffolds in the development of a sophisticated
tracking system for sports, namely math. Could the Olympics
have ever begun if the Greeks couldn't figure out a way to
write things down and to calculate? It's not hard to see how
the codifying of games, with their ever more complex rules
and statistics, helped to bring on the unparalleled ubercomplexification of the human brain itself.

In short, play has always been good for the brain, and
computer games are, ultimately, a form of play. We should
be excited at their appearance in every aspect of our lives,
not scared. The opportunities they present far outweigh the
dangers. The important thing is balance. The five types of
play outlined in Kulman's book: social, active, creative, free,
and digital, are all equally important. All have their roles to
play in what he calls a balanced play diet. As for their role in
the future of learning, I'll leave the final word to that
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Canadian media prophet, Marshall McLuhan, who way back
in the 1960s said:
"There will be no distinction between work and play in
the new school, for the student will be totally involved."

Source: “Annie Hall.” United Artists, 1977
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